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EDITORIAL

WE STILL HAVE A DREAM
extent of the achievements. Injust fifty

approaches. The sight of Prime
ISRAEL'
S 50TH
ANNIVERSARY
Minister
Netanyahu,
snubbed by
President Clinton and wheeling and
dealing with fundamentalist figures
from a Bashevis Singer nightmare,
presents an unedifying picture. It casts
a cloud over what should be a moment
of sunlit euphoria.
Retiring Ambassador to London,
Moshe Raviv, reminded us of the heart
of the story. He named three documents of defining importance in the
history of the modem State.
The first is The Balfour Declaration
of almost exactly eighty years ago. In
that famous sentence, "His Majesty's
Government view with favour the establishment in Palestine of a national
home for the Jewish people...", the na-

tions of the world - and the Jewish
people - acknowledged the fact that
Judaism has a geography as well as a
history. It vindicated the right of Jews
to consider themselves a nation and
paved the way for a renaissance unparalleled in hulnan history. Never mind
football, those Jews who wanted to and
needed to had won the right to sing of
`coming home' and rebuilding the
home to which they were coming.
The second document was written
thirty years later, Israel's Declaration
of Independence, issued in Tel Aviv
on 14th May 1948. The declaration
recites the history leading up to the
declaration, proclaims the State and
then goes on to declare the values
which will underpin a reborn State of
Israel. It will be open to the immigration of Jews from all countries. It will
be founded on the prophetic teachings
of liberty, justice and peace; it will
develop the country for the benefit of
all its inhabitants and uphold equality
for all citizens without distinction of
race, creed or sex. It will guarantee full
freedom of conscience, worship, education and culture. It will safeguard the
holy places of all religions. It will uphold the principles of the United
Nations Charter.
At a time of celebration, it is important not to cloud completely the full
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years Israel has established itself as a
democracy, unique in the Middle East.
Despite the extreme smallness of its
territory, it has remained actively open
to Jewish immigration and its population has grown beyond even its
founders' dreams. It has rescued Jews
both dramatically and quietly from the

four comers of the earth - from the
Yemen to the Caucasus, from South
America to North Africa. It has provided a standard of living that few
could have predicted. Israel's GNP is
now the average of the countries of
Europe and its international contribution in agriculture and technology,
medicine and culture is staggering. It
has provided access to the holy places
of the three Abrahamic faiths as access
has never been provided in 2000 years.
It has become the focus and the centre
of Jewish life, the one Jewish colrmunity in the world whose demographic
future is secure. In saying there is much
more to do and alluding to the clouds,
we must never lose sight of the
achievements. Nevertheless, the picture of a Prime Minister wheeling and
dealing with blinkered fundamentalists
illustrates in broad measure the clouds
and the task that lies ahead.
Lord Jakobovits pointed the way
forward when he argued at a meeting
with Prime Minister Netanyahu, not
for the first time, that Israel needs a
separation between "cz/cfec!/, political
power and fa '%a£727ccz, religious power.

The separation of `church' and state, a
hallmark of modem, tolerant societies,
is extraordinarily difficult in a country
dedicated to being a Jewish state and
the homeland of a particular people
and religion. A religion which understands that to be true has to address the
values on which a society is founded
and must be concerned with issues of
social policy and economic distribution. Nevertheless, that separation has
to be achieved. Israel cannot make
political progress whilst governments
of both left and right are held in thrall
by an unrepresentative minority. It is
utterly contrary to the tenor of the very

declaration on which the State was
founded that a minority understanding
of Judaism should be thrust down the
throat of the majority. For this causes
large numbers to flee into secularism
and removes from Refomi and Conservative Jews the very rights which the
State was founded to grant. The development of the kind of society
envisaged in the Declaration of
Independence is only possible if government moves far beyond committees
to broker denominational compromises
and throws off the manacle of theocracy.
Ambassador Raviv's third defining
document was the Oslo Peace Accords.
The Declaration of Independence refers to the unbridled aggression of the

Arab countries that sunound Israel and
also to the Arab inhabitants of Palestine. It goes on to offer peace, unity
and cooperation with the Arabs.
The Oslo Peace Accords represent
both a reaffirmation of these principles
and the only viable road for their realisation. The final draft of The Balfour
Declaration spoke of "a national homeland ...in Palestine". Israel's paramount
need is for security. Ultimately, that
security will be achieved only as the
product of a just and peaceful settlement with the Palestinians which
vindicates their rights and promises
them the same hope of jubilee celebrations.

No honest human being can doubt
the difficulties, underestimate the fear
and provocation of suicide bombers or
ignore the cynicism of neighbouring
leaders like Assad of Syria. But Oslo
offers the only road to the lasting peace
with Arabs both at home and in the
neighbourhood that the Declaration of
Independence yeams for.
Eighty years after Balfour signalled
the possibility and fifty years after the
Declaration heralded the reality, we
salute the realisation of the vision and
continue to dream that both the external and internal clouds can be blown
away over the years that lie ahead. After all, if you truly will it, it is no

dream I

"H;:T;1l:a;e?!?:Ca::,;r:eg::?el;,;oal
most frequently asked by my
congregants once my move to the
ULPS had been announced. "I bet
you're glad to be leaving the
congregational rabbinate" was the way
it was put, in envious tones, by some
colleagues.

In truth, after 22 years of uninterrupted work with congregations, I felt
sad to be leaving behind so many areas
of synagogue life which had meant so
much to me for so long. But I knew
that the time to move on had arrived
and that a new position, with a different perspective and a range of fresh
opportunities, was very exciting.
The sad aftermath of the death of
Hugo Gryn, z "/, showed all of us how
essential it is to rebuild communal
relations to take into account the pluralistic nature of modem Anglo-Jewry,
as well as the need for the different
sections of the community to create an
environment in which normal, decent
intercourse between individuals and
organisations can become the rule
rather than the exception. It also demonstrated how much it repels those who
might like to find a way back into the
mainstream when so-called religious
men - I use the word deliberately, for
religious women seem to have no difficulty in treating each other with
decency and respect - speak to and of
each other in terms redolent .of bareknuckle pugilism, rather than the
language that might be expected from
their calling. I hope that the ULPS and
the RSGB, will continue to play a leading part in working towards the change
in intra-communal relationships that
the majority of British Jews so desperately want.
In 2002, the Union of Liberal and
Progressive Synagogues will celebrate
its centenary and will look back on a
hundred years of achievement and consolidation. We will celebrate the rabbis
and lay readers who have served our
congregations. We will celebrate the
intellectual rigour of our theology and
biblical scholarship. We will celebrate
the dedicated volunteers, born Jews
and proselytes, who have given so
much time and energy to our movement. We will celebrate the innovative
and creative liturgies that we have
produced. We will celebrate our pioneering educational concepts like

Kabbalat Torah - Cor\firmat±on - and
I:ha8a'aleiTefillahsche;rrre.
We will celebrate the issues and
principles, like patrilineal status, to
which we have remained steadfastly

We will also lco± 3a=Eh FcaEsdcally,
on the things TL'e ha`'a dm= Iess well
and the opportunities iPrt hate 3nissed,

as well as particular men±` ina€ still
reverberate, such as `rie f±ike ©f the
RSGB and the ULPS -in -in==e in the

THE BEST
IS TO COME
FORLIBERAL

JUDAISM
Charles Middleburgh
On January ls` 1998, Rabbi Dr
Charles Middleburgh succeeded
Rosita Rosenberg as Director of the
Union Of Liberal and Progressive
Synagogues. MANNA asked Rabbi
Middleburgh to write about his vision f;or ULPS and his alms as he
takes up this important position.

1980s.

By looking backw-arks "e remind
ourselves from where i-`-a Eat-a come
and the strength and solidarit5- ®f the
foundations on which `L-a age based.
By celebrating past achievemEzits and
assessing past disappointments we
move more easily to identifying future
goals and future direction.
It is beyond question that AngloJewry had changed dramatically in
recent years and that it faces huge challenges today. The certainties that used
to inform so many areas of communal
life have been severely shaken, and
overall, we have fallen prey to the social ills that inflict society in general.

There is also no doubt that mainstream
Judaism as a whole has failed to serve
the needs of the majority of Jews, and
those of us in the `God business' have
not communicated our message as well
as we might have done.
Anglo-Jewry today is a community
in numerical decline, a process that
seems unlikely to be arrested. But it is
also in theological, moral and spiritual
decline. There with determination and
the use of reason, we may have a
greater chance of turning matters
around.
I believe with unshakable conviction
that the real potential of Progressive
Judaism is still to be realised, for I am
sure that it is only we who can offer a
meaningful sfez.dd3jcfe between Jewish

I want to see us reach
out to those who at
present
have no Jewish
`home',whether
because Of their marital
status, their sexuality or
other factors.
committed. We will celebrate the foresight of our leaders, epitomised by the
founding of the World Union for Progressive Judaism in 1926. And we will
celebrate their courage and integrity,
epitomised by the commitment shown
to granting women an equal role in
every area of synagogue life, from the
earliest years of our movement.

life and modemity. In this connection,
the survey of Social and Political Attitudes in Anglo-Jewry, published by the
Institute for Jewish Policy Research in
1996, made a number of points which
fill me with confidence.
Foremost among them it showed,
incontrovertibly, that the majority of
British Jews are NOT Orthodox. Put
Liberal, Refoml and Masorti Jews together with the unaffiliated and the
statistic is clear - we are the largest
section of Anglo-Jewry. Second, it revealed that Progressive Judaism has
won the minds, if not yet the membership, of the vast majority of British
Jews, for over 50% of members of Orthodox synagogues share the key
ideological beliefs which we hold.
The ULPS also recognises that we
have a great deal to offer those in need,
and I hope that we will continue to act
with the clear-sighted radicalism that
has been our hallmark in the past. I
want to see us reach out to those who at
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We will celebrate the f;oresight Of our leaders ,
epitorhised by the founding Of the World Union for
Progressive Judaism in 1926. And we will celebrate
their courage and integrity, epitomised by the
commitment shown to granting women an equal role
in every ci,yea Of synagogue life, from the earliest
years of our movement.
believe to be right and wholly within
the spirit of an evolutionary Judaism,
regardless of the pressure or hostility
that may be brought to bear on us.
I want to see us recapture the spirit
that inspired the luminaries of early
Liberal Judaism like Claude Montefiore, Lily Montagu and Israel
Mattuck, and the passion which they
brought to their work. I want identification as a Liberal Jew to be seen as a

Launch Of Siddur Lev Chadash presentation by Rosita Rosenberg. In the
background-RabbisMiddleburghand
Andrew Goldstein.
present have no Jewish `home',
whether because of their marital status,
their sexuality or other factors, and inspire them to believe that Liberal
Judaism is something which could help
them to enhance their lives. I want to
see us taking the message of prophetic,
compassionate Judaism out to anyone
who genuinely yearns for a spiritual
dimension, encouraging them to embrace our ideals and practices and share
in the life of our communities. I want
to see us continuing to do what we

positive statement about what we are,
rather than a negative one about what
we are not.
There are many areas of endeavour
where the ULPS and RSGB do work
together and will continue so to do:
Leo Baeck College, the World Union
for Progressive Judaism, the Centre for
Jewish Education, Social Action, to
name but a few. I would like to see this
grow and deepen in a way that takes
into account our historical and contemporary differences, but capitalises
on everything which unites us, for so
much of the work we do individually
can only be enhanced by being shared.
It is in our mutual interest to inspire
new rabbis from within our movements
to study at our own rabbinical college.
It is in our mutual interest to play an
equal role in the Word Union, both in
the re-establishment of Jewish life in

parts of continental Europe, and in
making Progressive Judaism an accepted Jewish alternative in Israel. It is

in our mutual interest to educate our
children and adults about Judaism to
the highest level. And it is in our mutual interest to transmute our beliefs
about the rights of individuals, particularly the disadvantaged and oppressed,
into action that improves their lot.
The greatest challenge for the ULPS,
though it is not uniquely ours, is to
bring back the Jews who have left organised Jewish life, to provide them
with a framework within which they
can continue to live in the way they
choose while being connected to the
community. Our appeal to them is on
many different levels, moral, theological, practical and spiritual, but we
know we need themjust as much as we
hope they can be encouraged to realise
that they need us.
At the root of everything the ULPS
does, however, there must continue to
be two things - a spiritual core and
intellectual integrity. Claude Montefiore, writing in 19`06, stated that
"Religion is righteousness; or it is

righteousness touched by emotion; it is
purity and sanctity of life. It is not
dogma; it is not belief; it. is not ceremonies and observances; but it is

goodness and justice; it is righteousness; it is love". Those words are 92

years old, but they still resonate. Our
task is to take them into the twentyfirst century and to ensure that we see
the goal of creating a society based on
goodness, righteousness, justice and
love as being as much a part of our
Liberal Jewish responsibility as did our
founders. At the same time we must
make the ceremonies and observances,
which previous generations may have
felt were of less importance but which
actually anchor us to our people and
our heritage, a vibrant and positive part
of our lives.
I am very proud to be a Liberal Jew,
to be part of a religious framework that
recognises the individual, respects his
or her intellectual integrity, and promotes a way of life that is fully in tune
with modemity.
I harbour no illusion about the task
that lies ahead or the hurdles that must
be surmounted before we can attain
our goals. Nevertheless I AM confident that for Progressive Judaism the

best is yet to come .
RABBI DR CHARLES H MIDDLEBURGH
became Executive Director of the ULPS on
January ls' 1998, c[fter 22 years in the congre-

ULPS Biennial Corference 1997 :

Havdalah -led by members of. Doroteinu -Task Force for the Older Generation.
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gational ministry, the last 14 at Harrow and
Wembley Progressive Synagogue. A graduate
of Leo Baeck College, where he continues to
teach Rabbinic Practice, he has a BA Hons in
Ancient and Mediaeval Hebrew and Aramaic,
and a PhD in Targumic studies from University
College London.

I AAit A HOMELESS PALLESTINIALN
Amira Abdin
ancestral home in Safed after
MY FAMILY
the 1948 LEFT
war. They
THEIR
moved
to Jerusalem where I grew up listening
to two conflicting views of the Jewish
people and the Palestinian tragedy.
The first was that of my father. He

grew up, like most Palestinians, with
Jewish neighbours and friends. My father always believed that his Jewish
friends and neighbours could not have
joined the Jewish forces that perpetrated the atrocities of 1948, which
resulted in the dispersion and the dispossession of the Palestinian people.
He always stressed that Jewish people

were not all the same and that there
was a huge difference between Jews
and Zionists.

His memory of Palestine, like the
collective memory of the Palestinians
wherever they may be, be it in refugee
camps in which they have been living

Israel extending from the Euphrates to
the Nile. That is the reason, they say,
why Israel is not prepared to specify its
borders.
I was at school in Jerusalem in 1967
and like the rest of the Palestinians in
the West Bank, witnessed the atrocities
of the Israeli occupying soldiers. With
horror, we watched the identity and
character of our hometowns being
gradually changed.

My first encounter with a Jew, other
than an Israeli soldier, happened when
I was married and came to live in London. He was my husband's partner's
lawyer. What surprised and touched
me was his genuine concern, his sincerity in voicing his sadness at what is
happening to the Palestinians under occupation.
Resident in London, I began to meet

for the last fifty years in many Arab
states, or in the Diaspora, or in the
Palestinian occupied territories, is that
of a land where Jews, Christians and
Muslims lived as neighbours for centuries and under so many periods of
foreign occupation.
The second view that surrounded my
daily life and which was the common
and accepted view amongst the Pales-

4

good friends. That gave me hope.
The more Jewish people I met, the
more strongly I realised that Jews are
not all the same. And I slowly became
aware of their humanity. That realisation increased after the Israeli's
reaction to the invasion of Lebanon
and when, after the massacre of the
Palestinian refugees in Sabra and
Shattilla, I saw on television Israelis
demonstrating in the streets, asking for
the horror to stop, denouncing the govemlnent's policies and practices.
During encounters with Jewish
people, I was surprised and many times
angry and hurt, when I saw the reaction of some Jews whenever I
mentioned that I was a Palestinian. I
could see on their faces a disturbed and
frightened look and they would ask,
"What do you mean by Palestinian?" I

felt the pain of being denied my identity and my heritage, in addition to my
land.

I could not explain why Jewish

tinians and most of the Arabs, was that
all Jewish people are Imperial Zionists
and guilty. They were all the same.
The belief in the presence of a `Zionist plot' was reinforced after the
1967 war, when Israel occupied the
last third of Palestine. Palestinians believed, and many still do, that the aim
of the Zionists is to establish a Greater

Jewish people in my daily life, be it at
work or at my children's school. I realised then that my father was not a total
idealist, for I found that some of these
Jewish people could easily become

Amira Abdin aged five -Jerusalem.

people should fear me, a humble Palestinian, until a rabbi friend told me
that I represent what their ethical
conscience cannot accept. I am the embodiment of the wrong they have done
the Palestinians.
Yet I could not understand how the
Jewish people, who have suffered so
much pain from dispersion, dispossession and oppression throughout the
centuries, could inflict such pain on
the Palestinians, who, historically
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The psychological trauma Of accepting Israel
was no easy task because the moment the
Palestinians accepted the right Of Israel to
exist, they compromised their right to have
their ancestral Homeland.

saddened that the voices of those conscientious Israelis and Jews who call
for peace and a Palestinian state are not
heard very loudly. These people, like
the Palestinian peace seekers, believe
that to achieve a lasting peace there
must be a parity amongst the neighbouring nations in the Middle East. The
end solution must be just and fair for
the Palestinians and must provide Israel with the security it seeks. For

speaking, have always been good hosts
for Jews. I thought that maybe there is
a truth to the psychological theory
which says that the abused sometimes
become abusers.
Later, when the horrors of occupation intensified and the ``Intifada"
spread, I saw another facet of Jewish
humanity. I saw the rising movement
in Israel calling for peace, calling for
the acknowledgement of Palestinian
identity and for the Palestinian's right

peace to prevail there must be justice
and harmony amongst neighbours. Israel should become an integral part of
the new Middle East, not an outsider,
not a sore thumb amidst its neighbours.
For how long can any state survive
when it continuously displays arro-

to dignified existence.

It was then that I decided that I
wanted to get into dialogue with this
peace movement. Yet I could not tell
any of my Palestinian friends about my
meetings with Jews, let alone Israelis,
for fear that I would be branded a
traitor.

I came to make very good Jewish
and Israeli friends throngh Palestinian,
Jewish and Israeli dialogue and
through interfaith dialogue. Many of
them share my pain and understand the
situation and the agony of my people,
just as I can now, after many years of
dialogue, understand the Jewish point
of view and their fears and insecurities
with regard to Israel and the Palestinians.

I realised how Israel is, to them, the
only safety net they have against any

future Holocaust or increased antiSemitism. I realised also that Israel is
the fulfilment of a dream thousands of

years old. That is the embodiment of
their ethnic, religious and psychological being.
I also realised, just as many Pales-

tinians have by now, that we must
accept the reality of Israel's existence
beyond the Green Line, on two thirds
of our ancestral homeland. We have
come to accept that Israel is here to
stay and therefore that we have to make
peace with it as a state and as a people.
The psychological trauma of accepting Israel was no easy task because the
moment the Palestinians accepted the
right of Israel to exist, they compromised their right to have their ancestral
Homeland. What saddens me most is
that the Palestinians, having passed

through the trauma of accepting Israel
and the Israeli's right to exist, have to
undergo another trauma, that of being
denied their right to exist and to live in
their own independent state of Palestine. Instead, the Israeli government
and many Israelis seem to want to follow the US's example of wanting the
Palestinians in cantons and reservations just like the Native Americans.
Now that Israel is celebrating its
fiftieth anniversary, I am deeply

gance and breeds animosity and
grievance amongst its neighbours.
When I go to interfaith conferences,

particularly those in Germany, it always strikes me as very appropriate
that the Germans have to apologise for
the Holocaust. All historical injustices
should be acknowledged by their perpetrators, just as the Aborigines are
entitled to an apology from the Australians and the Native Americans from
the American people. The Israelis, by
the same token, owe the Palestinians
an apology for the historical and ongo-

ing wrongs and inhuman suffering they
have caused them. Such an apology
could heal many a wound. Palesti.nians
should also apologise for the unjustified and inhuman attacks on civilians
in the markets of Jerusalem and the
streets of Tel Aviv.
When I read articles such as that by
Rabbi Lionel Blue in 2lfee rczb/ez,

9 August 1997 and the article by Rabbi
Jonathan Magonet in the /ewz.sfe
Cfero7cz.c/e, 10 October 1997, my belief

that the Jewish world is full of righteousness and integrity is reinforced.
This makes me feel proud and lucky
that I had the chance to meet and .get to
know Jewish people like them and
many others who share their beliefs.
Such integrity reinforces what my father always believed and what I leamt
first-hand, that people are far better
than the policies of their goverrments
imply, that Muslims, Christians and
Jews can live in harmony, in the Land
of God, the Holy Land, and all other
lands, once they exercise their humanity, integrity and sense of justice I
AMIRA SHAMMA ABDIN was bo/.#,
brought up and educated in Jerusalem; she
now lives in London. She has an MBA and an
MA in Islamic stiidies from SOAS, London and
is currently in the second year Of her PhD in
Islamic Law at SOAS. She teaches Islamic studies at Leo Baeck College. She has been involved
in interfaith and Jewish-Arab dialogue i;or the
past ten years.
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Tragically, a ``brand" Of Orthodox Judaism -more
accurately a "brand" Of Orthodox Jew -now
c7e¢72es K7ces'sez /czw czs `Chukei HaGoyim '

- non-Jewish and non-binding legisledon. . .
and the Israeli majority feels angry and helpless.

A:euT?:;:51P:e:d:t??:inr:ea¥oi:wu:
the great sadness that we, as Israeli
Jews, are feeling about the condition
of the State of Israel. As citizens,

Asher Amir

Howard I Bogot

parents, grandparents and educators,
we are saddened to admit that the
Jewish plight of Israel is desperate.
Having survived constant attempts
at her destruction, Israel is facing an
even greater threat: an overwhelming
number of our Jewish children and
young adults neither care nor want to
know enough to care about their Jewish identity.

It is a dangerous time for the majority of Jews in Israel. A powerful Israeli
minority of self-appointed guardians
of Judaism, Jews who are usually
identified with labels such as ultra-Orthodox or fJczrec7z.77?, have alienated the

THE DANGEROUS DEPTH
OF ISRAEL'S CRISIS
Asher Amir and Howard I Bogot

majority of Israel's next generation, to
such an extent that they now think of
themselves as Israeli nationals rather
than as Israeli Jews.
When Israel' s independence was declared, the founders believed that
Israel, in addition to being a "safe haven" and homeland for all Jews, could
bring all the "factions" of the Jewish

people together. Although conflicting
schools of thought existed and still ex-

ist - Mappai/Cherut, Labour/Likkud,
Left/Right - the architects of the State
of Israel, confident that the principles
of Zionism upon which the state was
founded would always be a unifying
factor, decided to create a balance between conflicting groups.
Civil laws were passed by the
Knesset, the newly formed Israeli par1iament, to support the new generation
of Jewish scholars in an effort to replace the sages who were slaughtered
in the Shoah. The religious establishment, whose leaders were devoted to
the unity of the Jewish people and the
realisation of Theodor Herzl's dream,
was given jurisdiction over matters re1ating to marriage, divorce, Shabbat,
festivals and other fecz/a4fez.c concerns.
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Indeed, the merger of religion and
state was fostered because our early
leaders believed that Israel should reflect the principle of "KOJ yz.srcze/
czrez.vz.in zeA bczzcfe: Each Jew is the

guarantor of every other Jew."
That dream has now become a nightmare. Israel is being tom apart by
tension between the aggressive actions
of Orthodox Jews who perceive Israel
-corporate and individual -to be their
private property and the strivings by
the majority of Israelis to become
Jewish citizens of a modem state, intellectually, culturally, economically
and spiritually.
Tragically, a "brand" of Orthodox
Judaism - more accurately a "brand"
of Orthodox Jew - now defines
Knessct low as .Chukei HaGoyim' non-Jewish and non-binding legislation... and the Israeli majority feels
angry and helpless. Jewishness is idemtified as Judaism. Judaism is identified
with religion and "religious" means op-

pressive tyramy.
It was reported in the Israeli press,
prior to Rosh Hashanah, that dairy
farmers were told by Orthodox rabbis
- representing an orthodoxy that advocates the ever-increasing imposition of
rabbinic authority on civil life - that
whereas they are permitted to milk
their cows on the Shabbat and other
similar Holy Days so as not to endanger
the life of the animals, during this
year's Rosh Hashanah observance,
which was followed by a Shabbat, they
must spill the milk on the ground and
may not transport it to the processing
centre.

The farmers were outraged by the
ruling because they support their families and communities through the sale
of milk. The rabbinic authorities would
not budge. The farmers were determined to "drive their milk to market".
But, an orthodox rabbi employed by
Tnuva, the processing fin, overruled
his colleagues and permitted milk delivery to take place. That resulted in a
fJczreczz. court edict insisting that no Jew
use Tnuva products.

The average modem Jews living in
the State of Israel reacted to this news
with complete disdain. The majority
protestedthatitwastotallyirrationalto
cause suffering to the dai.ry farmers by
refusing to allow them to collect their
livelihood. More shocking, it ignored
the+fact that wasting food is an obvious
transgression.
Secondly, on a lovely Saturday af-

ternoon, a father and his five-year old
daughter went to the zoo in Petach
Tikvah, the first Hebrew 77tos'feavcz, set-

tlement, in Israel. The gate was open,
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Non-orthodox religious Jews should have the
unqualified right to experience Judaism in the
State Of Israel with the same degree Of freedom
as is expected in any other democratic country
-Eilu v'eilu divrei Elohim chayim.. Bozfe Zfeese

and these are the words Of the living God.
yet the attendant would not permit entrance to the father and daughter
because they had not previously purchased tickets. When the father asked
to buy tickets, the attendant pointed to
a sign above his head that advertised
"No tickets are sold here on Shabbat".
The father tried to convince the attendant to let them enter because they
had travelled a long way and he did not
want to disappoint his little girl. The
attendant said, "Why don't you walk
over to that car in the parking lot, you
can get tickets there." The father and
daughter walked about 100 metres
from the zoo entrance and, as indi-

cated, found a young woman - who
admitted that she was employed by the
municipality - to sell tickets to the zoo
but not at the official entrance.
This type of hypocrisy is rampant in
the State of Israel. The majority of
modem Israelis respond by declaring
"If this is the Judaism that our Jewish

state is promoting, we want no part of
it."

Constantly Israeli Jews confront absurdities in their daily lives that often
overshadow more newsworthy issues,
like conversion, marriage, burial rights.
The current crisis in Israel is sufficiently acute to merit the complete
mobilisation of world Jewry.
Non-orthodox religious Jews should
have the unqualified right to experience Judaism in the State of Israel with
the same degree of freedom as is ex.i;ectedinanyotherdemocraticcountry
- Eilu v'eilu divrei Elohim chayim..

Both these and these are the words of
the living God. But the issue is notjust
religious pluralism. The challenge for
every Jew, in every Jewish home,
school, synagogue and organisation in and outside Israel - is to respond to
the need to recreate and nurture a concept of Jewishness with which every
modem Israeli Jew will want to be
identified.
Defining Judaism and/or Jewishness
has always been a risky business.
Whatever the results, some will label
the views simplistic, while others will
describe the result as too academic.

But this process cannot be ignored.
There are many Judaisms. They reflect
the multiple authorship of classic Jewish texts as well as the impact of
academic, scientific, psychological,
historic and sociologic insights and realities that change from age to age.
There are many Judaisms because
Judaism is defined by Jews who are

thinking and speaking from the context
of their own ever-changing human
condition. The phrase, "Judaism
teaches..." is often a Jew's statement of
simple personal preference rather than
objective scholarship. Jews often use
the words Jewish or Judaism to
describe a personal, cherished experience, activity or value - "I like it.
Therefore it must be Jewish." The opposite is also true. A person's negative
critique or discomfort may result in the

judgement, "It's not good for the
Jews."

Although these various frameworks
seem to make consensus impossible,
still, as it is written in Pirke Avot: "It
may not be our obligation to complete
the task, but we are not free to give up

on it" .
ASHER AMIR, cz /czcw/fy "ember o/ ffec Department of Education at Israel's Belt Berl
Teacher Training College, is also Director Of
its unique leadership development prograrmme.
This provides new immigrants who are certified teachers with the competencies necessary
for teaching in Israeli schools. From 1980-82,
Asher was the Founding Director Of the Department of Education and Youth for the
Roform Synagogues Of Great Britain. Currently
Asher Amir is serving as an Israel-based edu~
cational consultant to the Centre of Jewish
Education of the RSGB and ULPS.

RABBI DR HOWARD I B0GOT, who moved
to Israel in 1996, is a visiting professor in the
Belt Berl College programme for the certifica~
tion Of new immigrants as teachers Of English
in Israeli schools. From 1981-1996, he served
the Union Of American Hebrew Congregations
as Director for Curriculum Development. the
Department for Religious Education and
Special Projects. During that period, he served
on the faculties of Hebrew Union College
Jewish Institute Of Religion, Marymount Man~
hattan College and Fordham University.
Professor Bogot is the author Of seventeen library readers fior children and many volumes

of curriculum and parenting resources for Jewish education.
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Palestine as a member of the Zionist
Commission under Dr Chain Weizmarm. Those were the heady days of
1918, when the Jews wondered
whether the Balfour Declaration heralded the creation of a Jewish state.
My father administered the small Jewish community at Jerusalem until
incipient eye disease forced him to return to England. And I as a boy of
fifteen attended the Zionist Congress
at Basle in 1927. I saw firsthand the
heated altercations of Jewish politicos
in the smoke-filled rooms of the Drei
K6nige Hotel.
Jews then were still a homeless peoThe author and his wife -London 1946.

ple. We argued incessantly about the
Jewish problem. We read and re-read
the early Zionist thinker Pinsker's
Auto-emancipation. We learnt about
Zionist pioneers like Kalischer and the
Chovevei Zion, about Brenner and
Gordon and the Bilu. We took up a
stance in favour of either political nationalism or cultural nationalism, the
Zionism of the leader Theodor Herzl
or of the poet Ahad Haam. Yet there
seemed to be little urgency in our discussions. We had no inkling of the
horror that lay in wait for the Jews of
Europe. The struggle for a foothold in
Palestine was dwarfed at that time
beside the gigantic duel between Fascism and Communism in Spain and the
ominous shadows of war.
High on our list of priorities for the
future of Jewry was the need to participate in physical labour. Bill Child, the

THE PRETTY GIRL
WHO HELPED TO RECRUIT
THE JEWISH BRIGADE
Ben Segal

infancy; my mother told us Bible

IWAS
storiesAat bedtime.
ZIONIST
But sometimes
FROM

ThefirstbutldinginpetachTiqvch-1890.

she could be persuaded to reminisce
about her girlhood in the malaria-ridden
and lawless Ottoman Empire.
Her parents and their comrades
founded the moshavah of Petach
Tiqvah around 1890. Her father was a
rabbi and teacher but also a skilled
rider and farmer. Each moming my
mother would carry food and water to
the men working in the flelds. Thirty
years later, my father too was in

boxing coach at Cambridge, a former
blacksmith with great cauliflower ears,
told me one day that he had two ambitions in life - to back a winner at 100 to
one and to see a Jewish nawy working
in the road. I retorted that I could not
help with his horse but, as for his second ambition, all he had to do was to
go to Palestine and visit the fa.bb"/zz.w
and mosfeczvoj. There he would see
Jews working on the roads and in the
flelds.

My family settled in Jerusalem in
1927. I remained at school in England
and spent the summer holidays in Palestine. Then I wandered freely through
the countryside by bus or foot. In 1928,
the entire yz.sfe#v, the Jewish popula-

tion of Israel, numbered, if my memory
is correct, no more than 300,000 souls.
There was sense of being one big fainily, brought by a common purpose to
this uncomfortable but vital comer of
the globe. We shared our achievements
and our dangers. There was never any
doubt that the yz.sfe"v was moving,
however slowly, towards its destiny.
We sang with self-assurance the somewhat mawkish ditty, "We have come
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to the land to build and to be built in

searched at will. They were looking

they flew the blue-white flag, to the

it".

illegal fJczgcz#crfe (the underground

We supported the adherents of Hebrew, rather than Yiddish, as the

army) arms - and not without cause.
Certainly in our own settlement of
Talpiot at Jerusalem, there was a cache

puzzlement and sometimes anger of
non-Jewish commanding officers. Jewish soldiers kept their sense of humour.
I remember visiting a REME unit
whose major was something of a martinet. His men teased him mercilessly
and to his face in the annual Purim

language of the yz.sfei!v, it even carne to

fisticuffs in the street. A network of
schools was set up. At its apex stood
the Hebrew University on Mount
Scopus, which I attended briefly in
1931. Sensibly, the first building of

prominence was the library - books are
the essential currency of leaming. On
the empty ground on the other side of
the road were the few lecture rooms
and the green hut in which Einstein
had conducted his seminar.
The centrality of Hebrew was
pressed home for me when I met the
poet Bialik on the railway platform at

of ffczgcz#czfe small arms in an unfin-

ished building - and also in my
parents' house.
But the British police above all were
seeking illegal immigrants - youngsters fleeing the threat of Nazism in
Central Europe. They made their way,
for the most part by night, to the /cz.bbc//zz.77€; there they found safety and a
new identity. The yz.sfe£Iv was proud to

provide shelter and renewal - those
years cast the Jews of Palestine in the
role of guardians of 4/cz/ yj.srcze/ - the
entire Jewish people. The role had been

Britain, in a fu Of pique, had renounced her
Mandate over Palestine. And when the momehi
cane, the world was electrified by the Declaration
Of Independence in the small room in Eel Awiv, by a
proclamation Of courage and vision.
Oxford. For some minutes he stood
apart, sunk in reverie. Then he came
up to me and my friend the Hebrew
bibliophile Lutzki, and put his arms
around us. A warm smile suffused his
face as he said in Hebrew, "Here we
are in the Go/czfe (Diaspora). So, let us

speak our own language." Four years
later I happened to be in Tel Aviv when
Bialik's remains were laid to rest. The
whole city had tuned out and people
cried in the streets as they escorted the
dead poet. To everyone he was a dear
friend.
This unity in bonds of common
feeling and loyalty was especially
strong in the difficult days of the Thirties, with constant sniping at Jews by
the gunmen of the Iraqi freebooter

Kawakji. The Mandatory goverrment
permitted a system of sfee77zz.rczfe, guard

duty, in the Jewish areas. In each
sfee4few77czfe, neighbourhood, we went

on duty on a shift of four hours. But the
heroes of the hour were the drivers of
the Egged bus company, the aristocrats
of the Zzlz.sfczdrz/i, the trade union

movement, who kept the wheels of the
yz.s%cfi; tuning. I remember particular-

ly a journey from Haifa. Through the
streets of Jenin the drivers went hell
for leather while ultra-Orthodox
passengers intoned the Psalms. Jewish
travellers had to cope also with the
baneful hostility of the British police,
who stopped Jewish buses and
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inherited effortlessly by the State of
Israel with astonishing success as it
multiplied ten fold. The cz/I.)/czfe of

German speaking immigrants may not
have been significant in numbers like
the later cz/I.)/o/ from Arabic speaking
countries and from the Soviet Union,
but it left an indelible mark. New
settlements were founded, like Ramot
Hashavim. A newspaper was published
in German. Outside the cafes and on
the pavements, violinists played waltzes, Viennese dishes appeared on the
menus. Ge"ck.f/z.cfe4ez.r was in the air.

But in September 1939, war was
declared on the Axis powers. The exit

gates of Europe were slammed shut
and the yz.sfez4v was abandoned to its

own devices. Suddenly a rare opportunity was granted to the yz.sfe#v.
Palestinians were invited to enlist in
the British forces. Very few Arabs responded to the call, but Jews applied in
their thousands, eager to strike a blow
against the Nazis. They were encouraged by leaders of the yz.sfe#i/, notably

the imaginative and resourceful Moshe
Shertock (later Sharett) - and cajoled
by a press calnpaign with photos of a
very pretty girl in the unifomi of the
Palestinian ATS, at the wheel of an
Army vehicle. She was later to become
my wife. Jews of the yz.s%c/v were found
in widely varied detachments, from a
water tank company to the Pioneers
and nursing units. Wherever possible,

spiel.

The ultimate achievement was the
formation of the Jewish Brigade, which
went into the field as a complete unit. I
visited them at Burg al-Arab, on the
edge of the Western desert at the end
of their embarkation leave before
sailing for Italy. What other group of
British army would have celebrated
such an occasion by a concert of
classical music - by the Jewish Palestinian orchestra? The Jewish Brigade
performed a worthy part in the hardfought and bloody war for the
reconquest of Europe. And wherever
they went, they, like their comrades in
Libya and Egypt, contacted the local
Jewish community and brought fresh
hope of a restored Jewish nation. The
time would come when these young
Jews, men and women alike, would
play their part, trained in the use of
modem arms and accustomed to discipline, initiative and endurance.
And then the miracle arrived - almost to the exact year that had been
prophesied by Herzl. It was the more
miraculous because Jews for two mil1ermia had prayed for it and had toiled
for it for two generations. We held 6ur
breath as the debates went to and fro in
the United Nations. Britain, in a fit of

pique, had renounced her Mandate
over Palestine. And when the moment
came, the world was electrified by the
Declaration of Independence in the
small room in Tel Aviv, by a proclamation of courage and vision. The Jews
had returned home in freedom. 'And as
the horror and indignity of the Shoali
were revealed, the fledgling state assumed an heroic dimension.
As lecturer at the Centre of Modern
Hebrew Studies in London, I interpreted the new order to my non-Jewish
colleagues and students. There were
visits to the historic Zionist offices at
77 Great Russell Street and brieflngs at
the Israeli offices Manchester Square.
In Palestine, the weight of the hostile
neighbouring Arab kingdom bore
down on the yisfeztv. It maintained its

stateho6d with remarkable feats of
bravery and by the riarrowest of margins. The rest is history .
PROFESSOR JB SEGAL was bor# !.7c J9/2
in Newcastle upon Tyne. He is Emeritus
Professor of Semitic Languages at London
University.

plaining it. It's our religion.' I.mzlrty,
this visceral appeal: `77zg; 're owr fe¢773,

our family, our life. Football: we know
how you feel about it beca;use we feel
ffee scz77te. ' Our new culture of emo-

tionality embraces everything from
football to that other 1997 trauma:
Diana's death.
Decades ago, when the American
philosopher George Santayana was
asked to deflne `religion', he replied:
`Another world to live in' . But he could

not have anticipated how for hundreds
of millions of men and women
throughout the world, what he meant
by `religion' would one day be displaced in the most immediate,
emotional sense by organised spectator sports.
Yet this `religion' contains not God
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Howard Cooper
HE YEAR 1997 SAW ONE
event which touched the lives of
countless people throughout the
country, the loss of a unique
personality whose going caused shock,
disbelief, spontaneous tears, heartfelt
tributes to the personal vision and
unforgettable contribution to our lives.
For many of us, Erie Cantona's
retirement was indeed a traumatic
moment.
The year 1997 also saw me sub-

T

scribe to SKY Sports. Over the

summer, during every commercial
break, one began to hear this stirring
LrNoca:tiorrl. `Life. It can be difficult.

We all know thai. We all need someone
to rely on. Someone that's going to be
there. Someone that makes you feel that
you belong...'
On the screen, in black-and -white
images that the German film-maker

#ntfh¥:f:::tea:£j8::::Vf::tebean],%:::`:
motion and fans faces conveying joy
and despair. Then, with quickening
te;:rapo-. `It's theatre, art, war and
love .... It's a feeling that can't be
explained but we spend our lives ex-

10

but numerous gods - reigning athletes
of extraordinary, if sometimes ill-fated,
gifts. Not a transcendental spiritual
bond with a puapos6ful universe extracting from its believers rigours of
conscience and behaviour but an immanent dramatic bond sometimes
sharply defined in terms of nationality,
class, race or locality, at other times
transcending all the boundaries.
The decline of religion as a source
of meaning in modem societies has
been extravagantly compensated by the
rise of popular culture. Sports mania is
the most visible manifestation of this,
having infiltrated where it previously
held no presence - as fashion, as
health, as business, as show business,
as a new source of values. Alongside
the traditional competitive sports there
are new sports like aerobics, jogging,
bungee-jumping, skateboarding... an
endless list. The emphasis now is on
fitness, choice, self-expression.
One could call this narcissistic self-

indulgence. But Judaism never split the
body from the soul, as Christianity did.
The body remained a vehicle for the
exploration and celebration of the spiritual. And in a secular world, the
spiritual can be found in the most unlikely of places, places left open by the
decline in religious belief and the failure in the West of religion to keep
itself open to the always elusive but
always present spirit of God, which
can manifest itself wherever and whenever we are receptive to it - even on a
football field.

For sports devotees, the team, or
idolised individual player, provides a
kind of extemalised soul: there to be
celebrated and, as the God of the ages
apparently was not, there in full public
view. Last year, Manchester's Art Gal1ery exhibited Michael Browne's
painting based on two Old Masters, in
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which the original figures of the risen
Christ and Caesar amongst Roman soldiers were replaced by the figure of
Cantona, surrounded by his manager
and younger players from the United
team. And you can still buy replica
shirts, with the Frenchman's name replaced by just one word: D!.e£/, God.

It 's theatre, art, war and love. . . How
is football `theatre'? The drama of
certain important matches includes catharsis. The final whistle releases both
`actors' and `audience' from the tension generated between hope for
victory and fear of imminent defeat.
And defeat, inbuilt into the game's
structure, is the commonest experience
for players and fans alike. Only one
team can win the Cup or the League.
The rest face the poignancy of loss, of
waking up next moming knowing what
might have been, but is not. Like a
death, like our own failed dreams, defeat scars the soul with the awareness
that failure and loss are unavoidable
aspects of our shared humanity.
Yet unlike theatre, where we know
that Lear always dies in the end, football generates passion through the
unmediated experience of spontaneity,
of the unpredictable, of living moment
by moment not knowing what will hap-

pen next. Here the experience of
watching certain sports intersects with
the Jewish understanding of God as
4c7o#cz.: Being, That-which-is, God as

present not in space but in time, never
pinned down, never predicable. The
unexpectedness of what can occur,
moment by moment, on the football
field gives its watchers a kind of secular spiritual experience: we experience
in a concentrated form the mystery,
rarely glimpsed, of life unfolding,
unrepeatedly, before our eyes.
Two years ago, one could sit through
the unfolding drama of a European cup
final, over two hours long, up to its
final thirty seconds, when in one
moment of unimaginable spontaneity,
of consternation and wonder, the
Spaniard Nayim lobbed the ball from
the halivay line in a long, 1ooping arc,
which soared and rose and then,
breathtakingly, plummeted beyond the
desperately retreating Arsenal goalkeeper, into the net to win the match
for Zaragosa. For supporters of these
two teams, such moments become
etched in the mind far more powerfully
and long-lastingly than anything conventional religion can offer: they teach
of sorrow, or thankfulness, of how in
one moment one's life can .turn from
hope to despair, or despair to gratitude,
of how one action, or one moment of
vision can transform one's destiny. The

Continued on next page
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Afiter Diana's death, people created shrines Of foowers and gathered
prayerfully, reflectively, on the streets because they felt, rightly or
wrongly, that they had lost someone who cared, and someone with whom
they felt they had an intimate connection.
spiritual significance of football
becomes revealed within these unrepeatable moments.
One difference though, between
attending a match and watching on
television, is that TV also allows us to
rcvz.sz./ moments of inspiration. Although both experiences can engender
sorely-missed feelings of community
and shared purpose, television illuminates how painful it is sometimes that

we cannot replay or freeze-fralne our
own lives. Personal moments of awe,
of pleasure, can never be recaptured.
Photos, videos, may provide memories
but in that distance between past and

present, there is unspeakable knowledge of loss, pain of time's arrow
which flies in one direction only - to
the grave. There is no going back, no
action replays of the lives we lead. This
is part of the harshness of human

existence.

What about football as `art'? That
cultural icon de Hos/.o£/rs, Erie Cantona
himself, explains: `An artist, in my
eyes, is someone who can lighten up a
dark room. I have never and will never
find any difference between the pass
from Pele to Carlos Alberto in the final
of the World Cup in 1970 and the

poetry of the young Rimbaud, who
stretches "cords from steeple to steeple
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and garlands from window to window". There is in each of these human
manifestations an expression of beauty
which touches us and gives us a feeling of eternity. '
That we poor human beings, in all
our frailty, are capable of creating moments that touch the soul in others,
moments of eternity, whether the medium is poetry, music, art, literature or
sport, this creative spirit is a mystery,
beyond analysis. At these moments we
may glimpse our connection to that
Creative Spirit which animates all of
existence, the One with a myriad

destructive channels. Sport is war's benign, creative countexpart; we control,
discipline, redirect aggressive feelings
into moments of inspiration and creativity. And `love'? Those who become
the finest exponents of their sports do
evoke in those who follow them emotional bonds as passionate as any in
human existence, not excluding marriage and family. Which leads me to
Diana.
Amidst all the emotion surrounding
her death, one theme stood out - a
society yeaming for something religion
used to provide but now rarely does,

names, that we Jews name 4c7o7zczz..

It 's theatre, art, war and love... `W ar
reminds us that success in competitive
sports necessitates the transformation
of aggression into creative rather than

One Of the hallmarks Of
this quiet British

revolution -the stiff
upper lip is being
replaced by the
quiveringlip.
the experience of being nurtured and
supported by a compassionate loving
Being. This yeaming was once met
through communities of faith, where
we could celebrate joyful moments, or
receive solace for our pain, which
thought in shared ways about the things
that matter, which existed as one link
in a chain of tradition that reassured us
that we still lived in an ordered, meaningful and benign universe. Religion
enabled people to dwell close, to one
another and to God.
Such communities may have withered but the yeaming is still alive and
seeking to express itself within the
vacuum of loneliness and insecurity
that so many people nowadays inhabit.
This modem alienated condition emerges from the failure notjust of religious
institutions but of our political, educational and social institutions to help

J=`i=--._ _ , ._. -_i_ .------ I ----
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people feel part of a caring environment. We are living through a British
revolution born of the need for intimate belonging.
After Diana's death, people created
shrines of flowers and gathered prayerfully, reflectively, on the streets
because they felt, rightly or wrongly,
that they had lost someone who cared,
and someone with whom they felt they
had an intimate connection. Just as on
May lst, they deserted in their millions
the party who were seen, rightly or
wrongly, to be indelibly tarnished by
dismissive `there is no such thing as
society' cold-heartedness. Tony Blair,
with his overt Christianity, was seen,
rightly or wrongly, as caring about so13

ciety, as standing for the wish, reli-

gious in impulse but taking on secular
forms, to rebuild the social order with
care and compassion. That he speaks
with real emotion - and not just after
Diana's death -is seen as a mark of his
sincerity. And here is one of the hallmarks of this quiet British revolution the stiff upper lip is being replaced by
the quivering lip.
Some of Diana's favourite images
of herself were those where she was
captured tearfully, Madonna-like,
holding a sick or injured child. Caring,
loving, compassionate, healing - she
was the fantasy of our potential, how
we would like to think of ourselves.
But simultaneously she was also a
reflection of our everyday, fallible
selves -marital troubles, doubts about
her looks, an eating disorder, vengeful,
having therapy, perpetually searching
for happiness. And all her flaws
becoming virtues by dint of that selfrevelatory confessionals style which
now passes for honesty in an Oprah
Winfrey culture, where emotion equals
honesty, tears mean sincerity, and image is everything.
During this transformation in our
society, we should be alert to this confusion between show and substance.
That religious yeaming and spiritual.
impulse in us - which seeks out meaning, community, the values of caring
and compassion - must discriminate
between true and false emotion,
between image and reality, between
fads and idols which come and go a,nd that other timeless presence which
remains with us, beyond images. Developing one's own emotional literacy
is quite different from the emotional
bulimia which disgorges undigested
feelings into the public domain. Our
Jewish historical experience recalls the
terrifying consequences of living in
societies dominated by group emotions
unchecked by the counterbalances of
reason, rationality analytical intelligence. And in a culture increasingly
dominated by the image, we Jews need
also to remember our heritage as iconoclasts. Distrusting the illusory security
manufactured gods provide, we choose
the more austere path of following a
God who refused to be confined within
images. Our challenge was to discern
the spiritual within the material world,
to attune ourselves to that unseen
Presence that lies beyond the image.

That challenge remains I
HOWARD C00PER is a rabbz., ps)/chocz#czlytic psychotherapist and Barnet season-ticket
holder. The above is an abridged version of a
Rosh Hashanah sermon given at Finchley
Reform Synagogue.
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This building (now a theatre) was the main synagogue in Minsk before the communist Revolution. Rebuilt after
World War 11 -with Corinthian columns added because Stalin liked Corinthian columns.

WHY THESE YOUNG JEWS
SAT FOR THE AMIDAH
Gerald Rothman
HE ORDER CAME TO MY
wife; "Go to Minsk." "Why?",
asked my wife, giving a fair
imitation of Jonah. ``Surely they've had
visits from rabbis, even Reform
Rabbis." "Yes", came the reply, "but
they've never been visited by a woman
rabbi." Elaina's answer to that was
`yes, but only if my husband comes

T

too'. And so, Elaina and I found
ourselves last May in Minsk,
accompanied for good measure - you
want a woman rabbi? 1'11 give you two
women rabbis - by our friend Rabbi
Lynn Liberman, one of the rabbis of
the largest Conservative synagogues in
St Louis, Missouri. We were also
accompanied by my son who, although
neither female nor a rabbi, had the
advantage of speaking Russian.
Minsk is a city of about I.5 to 2
million people, the capital of Belarus,
which used to be known as V\7hite
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Russia; it once formed the heart of the
Pale of Settlement. Before the 1917
Russian Revolution, there were 82

synagogues in Minsk alone and about
50,000 Jews, making up roughly 53%
of the population. By 1939, the numbers had grown to about 90,000,
comprising around 37% of the population. But the synagogues had largely
ceased to function as synagogues, under Stalin's onslaught against any form
of religious observance - Jewish,
Christian or Islamic. After the destruction of world War 11, none of those 82
synagogues were left. There is one
building used as an orthodox synagogue and there are about 30,00 Jews.
In the aftermath of the first World
War, the boundary between Poland and
Belarus was drawn some way to the
west of Minsk,leaving parts of what is
now Belarus in Poland. In that former
Polish area, about 150 kilometres to

the west,lies the small town of Mir. It
was once the home of one of Europe's
most famous );es fez.VOJ (rabbinical col-

leges). Now it has no Jews. Visiting it
today is like going back in a time machine. It has hardly changed since the
Second World War and, probably, not
since the .turn of the century. We visited the Square of the Four Churches,
so called because before the War it
contained a mosque -now demolished,
a Catholic church -now being repaired
and restored, a Russian Orthodox
church - alone in use today, and, in a
smaller earthen square off the main
square, a complex comprising a
77cz.rfuefe, ritual bath, building, now di-

lapidated and two synagogues - the
Great Synagogue, now used as a school
and the small Tanner's Synagogue,
now used as a bank. We could only
guess which was the stew/ the locals

Continued on next page
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In Mir, we sow obelisks erected to the memory Of
those shot down i,n cold blood, slaughtered by the
German Einzatzgrappen in 1941 -here 1600, there
700. The original inscriptions spoke only Of " Soviet
Citizens " and not until 1994 was it possible to add,
in Belorussian and Yiddish, that they were Je:ws.

philosophical question. But for the
remriant of the Jews of Belarus, deprived for so long not only of their

heritage but also of the ability to lean
anything about it, it is anything but
academic. It is a matter of Jewish life
or death.
Yaacov Bassin, a dedicated, driven
man, has no doubt. The answer lies in
Jewish culture. He points out that the

people have next to no Jewish knowl-

went to and which was the one they
would not be seen dead in.
Out of the square and a few hundred
yards up a dirt road, lined with wooden
houses under steep, corrugated iron
roofs and travelled, honestly, by two
horse-drawn carts - all straight out of
Fiddler on the Roof - is the building
which housed the renowned yeLs%z.vczfe

and is now the local post office.
Throughout our stay but particularly
here, we needed no extra-sensory

powers to feel the ghosts of the past
swirling about us. Although not large,
the Mir community was substantial
enough to have filled the enormous
cemetery we saw, now dilapidated and
deserted save for a few contented cows
munching the grass between the
crumbling gravestones. One tomb,
reconstructed after the war to the
memory of a local fzczddz.c4, man of
special piety, and his family murdered
by the Nazis, tells us that God himself
cries over their blood. If so, He has
plenty of opporfunity.
The Jews of Minsk and most of
Belarus suffered not one but three onslaughts during the 20th century. First
there was the Communist attempt to
destroy if not theiiJewish culture, then
certainly their Jewish religious identity, upon which their cultural identity
ultimately depended. This was followed by the Nazi years of physical
extermination, of which the numerous
poignant signs are there, at least for
those who know where to look - which
our host, 58 year-old Yaacov Bassin
did. In Mir, we saw obelisks erected to
the memory of those shot down in cold
blood, slaughtered by the German
Einzatzgruppen in 1941 -here 1600,
there 700. The original inscriptions
spoke only of "Soviet Citizens" and
not until 1994 was it possible to add, in
Belorussian and Yiddish, that they
were Jews. In Minsk, we saw similar
markers - here 1000, there 1350 -

brought all the way from Hamburg before being shot and pushed into a pit.
At a third spot, in a hollow on what had
been the outskirts of the ghetto created
by the Nazis - 5000. No shortage of
places to weep.
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In the third of the onslaughts, Stalin
and his Communist heirs renewed the
spiritual attack against the remaining
Jews. Near the memorial to the 1350

Jews from Hamburg, is what appears
to be pleasant playing fields -pleasant
that is until you leam that they were
created by destroying the Jewish cemetery which stood there at the edge of
the one-time Jewish quarter. This desecration was carried out not by the Nazis
during the War but by the Communist
Government in 1967 -ostensibly to
show solidarity with their Arab allies.
Things are better now than they were
-I aln tempted to add they could hardly
be worse but, given the history of these
people, it seems to be tempting fate to
say so. Better but not good. The
Belarus government is one of the most
restrictive and authoritarian of the
former Soviet Republic. Anti-Semitism
may not be rampant; neither is it dead.
Every year, the Jewish community
meets at the Memorial in the hollow to
mark Victory Day - a national celebration - and in 1990 Yaacov Bassin
attacked the government for permitting
the continuation of anti-Semitism. A
couple of days later a petrol bomb was
lobbed through the window of his flat.
Given such history, it may fairly be
counted a miracle that there are any
Jews left who still want to be Jews.
Exactly how many there are is another
matter. According to Yaacov - who is
the President of both Kehillah
Simchah, Minsk' s Progressive congregation, and the Association of twelve
Belarus Progressive communities, as
well as the editor, reporter and publisher of the community newspaper
A4ezwzzch - a 1989 census disclosed
112,000 Jews in Belarus. Since then,
62,000 have emigrated to Israel alone,

without counting the unknown numbers who have gone to America and
elsewhere. Yet there are still believed
to be about 103,000 Jews left in
Belarus. The figures do not add up but
the logic does. People now feel able to
acknowledge their identity where they
did not before. But what is the nature
of their identity? For a Bi.itish or
American Jew, that is an interesting

TheMemorialatMirmarhingthespotwhere
1,600 Jews were murdered by the Nazis in
1941. The higher plaque in Russian rofers to
the victims only as Soviet citizens . The lower
one, affixed in 1994 in Yiddish and
Belarussian,identifiedthemasJews.

edge - it is no good appealing to their
religious beliefs. For most, these simply do not exist. His answer is to entice
people into the congregation with
Kabbalat Shabbat "er[tertall:nrrrer[+s"
and with parties as well, admittedly, as
services on the yo77c rovz.rm, including a

Klezmer band. A good part of his
budget goes on refreshments and
drinks, modest in the extreme by our
standards though they are. From this
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go/de72e mec7z.#cz, the golden goal.

Left to right: Rabbi I,ynn Liberman, Rabbi Elaina Rothman and would-be Rabbi
Grisha Abramavitch, the Spiritual LeaderOf Kehila Simcha.
socialising, he argues, will grow Jewish identity and, possibly, form the
identity a desire to learn more about
Judaism. Who am I to say he is wrong?
But there is another approach.
Grisha Abramavitch is the "spiritual
leader" of the community. He is in his
early twenties. He leads services, much
shorter than those to which we are
used, teaches the bczr and bar 77?z.fzi;cz%

children and conducts funerals. He
speaks Jvrz.Z and knows much more of
Judaism than his congregation, even
though that hardly sets much of a
standard. For all that, two of the abiding memories of our visit are the sound
of the congregation of mostly elderly
Jews singing fecfecz Dodz. on Friday
evening, from their transliterated
sz.czde/rz.in, with a fervour that would

have dome credit to a group of
c%czsz.c7z.77€. Equal was the enthusiasm of

the 25 or so youngsters in their teens
and early twenties who met in a Hillel
House flat for a Friday evening service.
This, as Grisha explained, was some-

House gathering by an intense and enthusiastic participant. During the
course of an earnest conversation with
Elaina, she enthused about Jesus
Christ, whom she had recently "discovered". Elaina asked her very gently
why, if those were her views, she was
at this Kczbbcz/CZJ ffeczbb¢f gathering.

With the special tone that one reserves
for someone who has asked a particularly senseless question, she replied
that it was because she was Jewish, of
course.

Despite - or perhaps because of - all
this, we could not help buy feel a sense
of awe at all that was being undertaken
by tbis fledgling community and all
other Progressive communities of
which we heard but which we were
unable to visit. Their search for their
Jewish identity has eager enthusiasm
and, unbalanced as yet by understanding or leaming, it is almost child-like.
Some want to learn more. Other just
want to be more Jewish.
In this dilemma lies a problem for

Grisha Abranavich is the "spiritual leader " Of the
community. He is in his early twenties. He leads
services, much shorter than those to which we are
used,teachestheb8;randbatrriutzNah;hchildrenand
condectsfiunerals.
what constrained by the fact tha.t there
was not enough room at the- table,
around which they were all packed, to
stand up - so they left out the bits of
the service which required people to
stand up.
The question of what it is to be a Jew
was graphically illustrated at the Hillel
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the future. The more Jewish they become, by whichever route, the more
likely they are to want to leave Belarus
for lands where they can express that
Jewishness without concern. Some,
such as Yaacov's children and in due
course Yaacov himself, go to Israel.
Others go to America, which is still the

Those who feel least Jewish generally
have no wish to leave and so remain, as
do those who are, or feel, to old to go.
This analysis leads to the depressing
conclusion that the time of the Jewish
Diaspora in Eastern Europe has passed
and that Jews, in any numbers, will
disappear from that part of the world.
That is Yaacov's view, notwithstanding his unstinting efforts to bring about
a Jewish renaissance and save all those
who can be saved. That judgement may
be too hasty; God has a way of having
the last laugh. Who, for instance, when
the Temple was destroyed for the
second time, could rationally have be1ieved that that event was to give a new
and different life to Judaism and the
Jewish people, making both what they
are today.
So, too, we cannot know what will
come out of the present plight. Just as
Yaacov concentrates on a Jewish sense
of identity, so Grisha wants to concentrate on the Jewish religion, which he
so manifestly loves. His grandfather
was a rabbi. And his dearest wish is to
train at Leo Baeck College, receive or-

dination and then return to Minsk to
educate the members of his community. The obstacles are formidable but
the triple fflz.Zzi/czfe of helping someone

to learn Torah, acquire an occupation
and then teach others, is one that has
such a powerful appeal that I cannot
believe that between us all we carmot
find some way to make it happen. I am
currently endeavouring to put together
a group of people who will undertake
to contribute a share towards the relatively modest amounts we need to
meet. If anyone is interested in contributing something, please write to me
at the Stemberg Centre.
Not that our concerns and efforts
can end with Grisha. The Progressive
communities of Belarus desperately
need our help. I do not know which of
Yaacov's and Grisha's approaches is
the "correct" one, but I do believe that
they are both the way of the Living
God. If every family within RSGB and
ULPS were prepared to contribute £1

per month, practically all the current
financial needs of those twelve communities in Belarus could be satisfied.
We owe it to ourselves and our heritage not to let the effort go by default. If

not now, when? .
GERALD ROTHMAN q#cz/I/}ed crs cz soJz.cz.for
in 1961. He spent 10 years in private practice,

fiollowed by 26 years as a Director Of both
public and private property companies in Britain c[nd North Ainerica. He is a Trustee Of the
Jewish Association for Business Ethics and a
Council Member Of the Ben Uri Art Society.
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give to them... a monument and a memorial better than sons and daughters
as 56:5).

Rabbinic Discussion

`'viR\runA
ESSAY
BE FRUITFUL AND GET
FERTILITY TREATMENT
HadassahDavis

infertility, followed by the far ranging

barrermess, as did Harmah, the mother
of the prophet Samuel. All cried out to
God in distress. Sarah tried to deal with
barrenness by, disastrously as it turned
out, trying to gain a surrogate child by
another woman (Gen 16:2). Rachel's
wish for children was so desperate she
believed she would die if she didn't
become pregnant (Gen 30:1), and she
too tried .to gain children via a surrogate woman, Bilhah. Hannah was in
such distress in the Temple that Eli, the
priest, thought she was dnmk and disorderly a Sam 1:13). The wives and
concubines of Abimelech, King of
Gerar, were made temporarily barren
as his punishment for unwittingly taking Sarah, Abraham's wife (Gen
20: 18). This biblical attitude that barrenness was a curse and fertility a
blessing became incorporated in our
prayers. At the traditional festivals, except in ULPS and American Reform

section, `Present Debates', is an explo-

synagogues, %czJzeJ is recited, which includes Psalm 113, verse 9-

fertility and infertility are fasciTIIE QUESTIONS
nating and challenging
RAISED
areasBY
for
modern Judaism to explore. I was
grateful to the Progressive Jewish
Medical Ethics Group for giving me
the opportunity to give a talk, from
which I have adapted this article.
Fertility and infertility are fascinating
areas, but also a minefield. The subject
is personal to us all. In the microcosm,
it touches on deep, central and often
painful areas of our sense of self, our
identity,ourpsyche.Inthemacrocosm,
where society's conventions and
prejudices often determine the norm,
question,s surrounding fertility and
infertilitycanstigmatiseandpressurise
those who either cannot, or do not wish
to, conform.
What follows is a brief survey of
`Biblical Concepts' and examples of
`Rabbinic Discussion'. The longest

ration of some of the myriad and
complex issues confronting us both as
individuals and society today.

Biblical Concepts
In the beginning, in the Torah, (Gen
1 :28), God enjoins the earliest human
couple to,

p 'ru ur 'vu unil'u et-ha-aretz:
"be fruitful, become many, and fill
up the earth".
Biblically, procreation is considered
to be a blessing bestowed by God; infertility a curse. Here are a few
examples from the many in the Torah.
Sarah, Rebekah and Rachel, three out
of the four Matriachs, suffered initial

"who makes the barren woman to

dwell in her house as a joyful mother
of children".
The ULPS and American Reform
Movement wished to remove the
stigmaofchildiessnessandfeltitinappropriate to ask infertile women, and
women who choose not to have children, to sing at every festival a verse
which implies motherhood is the only
joyful option.
Yet, one can find, although admit~
tedly one has to look for it, a quite
contrary view in the Torah about the
state of childlessness. God comforts a

eunuch who says sadly, "I am a dry
tree" asaich 56:3) by replying, "I shall

The rabbis, in intexpreting Torah,
naturally developed the view inherent
within it. The words contained in the
creation myth of Genesis were taken
literally, couples were put on this earth
to procreate. Not just to procreate, but
to populate, to fill the earth. However,
this commandment created a problem
for rabbis. Equal to it is another commandment derived from Torah, that
no-one can be forced to put their own
life in jeopardy against their will. For
women, childbirth has always contained danger, the possibility of death
through excessive bleeding or infection. Therefore, in the sixteenth century
book the Shulchan Arukh, the rabbis
developedaparadox.Theobligationto
p'ruur'vuunj,l'uet-ha-aretz
"be fruitful, become many, and fill

up the earth" was made applicable to
men only (Shulchan Arulch, Even Haezer, 154:6).

Yet, despite this apparent element of
choice for women, the Talmud states
that the barrenness of a wife for longer
than ten years is deemed to defeat the
object of marriage and the husband
must divorce her (8. Yev. 64a). I say
`must' because the Talmud debates the

question. What if he loves her, what if
he doesn't want to divorce her? In
tractate Ketuvot (77a-77b) it states that
the court compels him to divorce her.
Later, this too became part of the
Shulchan Arulch a].H. 154.10), but
Isserles, who wrote the Ashkenazi
commentary and amendments to
Caro's Sephardi Shulchan Arukh,
notedthatforceddivorcewasnolonger
occurring a].H. 1 :3) and today barrenness is no longer considered halakhic
grounds for divorce.
Another halalchic requirement relating to childlessness has also fallen into
disuse.AccordingtoTorah(Deut25:510), when a married man dies without
his wife having had children, she must
many her dead husband's brother to
perpetuate her husband's name in the
House of Israel. This is known as
};z.abc!77e or levirate marriage. If he
refuses, he has to perfomi c%cz/z.Jzcz%, an

B{blically, prooreckon is
considered to be a
blessingbestowedby

God; irferdity a curse.

I can remember the mmber Of ti,mes women answered
the question, `What is your occapation? ' by replying
"I'm just a housewife" . No man ever scdd, "I'm just an
electrician, I'm just a soldier, I'm just a doctor''. ``I'm
just a housewife" really says, ``I'm just a nobody" .
inherently huniiliating ceremony involving the woman taking off his shoe
and spitting in his face.
The ra,bbis, over the ages, have
argued about which should take prec-

or less devoid of paternal tenderness".
Shimon ben Azzai, a disciple of
Akiva, was one of the rare scholars

edence, levirate marriage or c%¢Jz./zt2fa.

childless state. His somewhat testy reply is reputed to have been: "My soul
is drunk with the Torah. Let others
maintain the human race" (Samuel
Mirsky, Who's Who in the Talmud,

Maimonides and Joseph Caro, Caro
being the compiler of the Shulchan

Arukh, both argued that levirate marriage takes precedence, the onus being
on procreation and ensuring the dead
brother's name is continued in the
House of Israel. Logically too, they
said, why should the levir, the brother
who undergoes the humiliation of

who never marred and who was constantly criticised for his urmarried and

pl94).

In the Apocrypha, Ben Sira writes
that it is better to die childless than to
have children who are without the fear
of the Lord (Wisdom of Ben Sira 16:

c%czJz7zczfa, be so reviled unless it is de-

1-4).

signed to shame him into the marriage?
This tells us that levirate marriage is

Yet for those who are childless, a
passage in the tractate Sanhedrin (99b)
offers a surrogate solution. There it
states: "Resh Lakish said: He who
teaches Torah to his neighbour's son is
regarded by Scripture as though he had
fashioned him", to which the commen-

preferential to cfeczJz.Jzcz%.

Other scholars, Rashi and Isserles,
maintained that c%c!/i./za% took prior-

ity, citing another Torah verse (Lev
1 8 : 1 6) and interpreting it that a man is
prohibited from marrying his brother's
wife. Nor could the Babylonian acadenies agree, Sura taking a lenient
view and Pumbedita a strict one (EJ.
11:127). h 1950, the rabbinate of the

newly fomed State of Israel, to avoid
multifarious, insoluble problems
around this issue, prohibited levirate
mariage and made cfeaJz7zczfo compul-

sory in all case and for all Jews,
whether Sephardi or Ashkenazi, in order "to preserve peace and harmony in
the State of Israel by keeping the law
of the Torah uniform for all" (EJ.
11:129).

The Talmud moves away from the
biblical concept of barrermess being a
curse and explores the possible causes
of infertility, along with possible cures,
most of which seem to concentrate on

foods which might remedy it.
There remains an implicit assumption that all men and women want
children. Hence Joshua ben Levi's unchallenged statement in the Talmud
QTedarim 64b) that four types of people are accounted as dead: "A poor
person, a leper, a blind person, and one
who is childless". Elsewhere in the
Talmud (Sanhedrin 36b) it states: "We
do not appoint as members of the

+fray s,ays - reed f ashioned as f athered
him.
In the Mishnah there are similar sen-

timents. For example: "If your father
and your teacher were kidnapped, you
mustransomyourteacherfirstandthen
your father... your teacher takes precedence over your father because your
father brought you into this world but
your teacher, who taught you wisdom,
brings you into the world to come..."
(quoted by Ariel Friedlander, j\44jvN4

48, ST-er 1995).

Hence rabbinic literature tells us two
very important things: that the commandment to multiply physically
remains a force within Judaism; and
that one can symbolically become a
parent by being part of the chain of
transmission of Jewish knowledge.
Even more than that, this symbolic
parenting, teaching and helping another in the path of Jewish life, is
sometimes considered the more important relationship, more important than
the biological one.
I, personally, have never felt this
way with a bcrr or bczJ 7„z.fzvcr% pupil,

but I have felt it with proselytes, especially with one particular young man I

Scz72feec7rz.7? an aged man, a eunuch or

converted. After the Bez.i Dz.73 and the
77cz.fuefe, an intense emotional experi-

one who is childless". The commentary to this is that such men "are more

ence for him, he, his parents, two of his
brothers and I went out for a celebra-

tory lunch. Looking at the three brothers, animatedly chatting some distance
in front of us, his mother tuned to me
and said, "I don't understand him. How
could he have come from me? He's so
different from his brothers, so complex. Theyjust get on with their lives,
he has to question everything." I
looked at him and I remembered our
two year struggle together as he questioned everything and shared with me
some fairly horrific early experiences
of life, experiences which were clearly
driving him to become Jewish. Just at
that moment, he felt more like my son
than hers. He had, in the last two years,
shared the deepest parts ofhimself with
me. I had shared his jouney in becoming Jewish, in his asking the
profoundest questions a human can
ask. I had been a co-partner with God
in creating and fashioning his Jewish
soul.

So whilst, as a trainee psychotherapist, I question the Talmud' s statement
that a teacher can be more important
than a biological parent, as a rabbi I
have experienced just that.

Present Debates
Where does all this leave us today? I
can't imagine any progressive Jews
still holding to the Biblical view that
infertility is a direct curse from God. It
would not appear to be quite that
simple. The causes of infertility are
numerous, sometimes genetic, sometimes present at birth, for example
being born without a womb. Blocked
Fallopian tubes, low sperm count, environmental factors, work exposure to
radiation and chemicals, and sociological factors such as women delaying
childbirth, all play their part. Professor
Howard Jacobs, head of the fertility
clinic at the Middlesex Hospital in
London, has confirmed for me that
statistically one in five couples are infertile.

Think also of gay and lesbian couples and those who haven't found
partners. Although I know that neither
of these necessarily preclude children,
most gay partnerships and single peoplc do not go down that path. Finally,
add to the equation couples who
choose not to have children. Possibly
half of the Jewish people are not procreating. Compare this to the typical
synagogue membership list - where
have they all gone? As Ariel Fried1ander, then a rabbinic student and now
a rabbi in Canada, wrote in A44jvIV4
oho 48, Summer 1995):

"What is more difficult to identify,

however, is the number of Jews who

vanish from our communities during
the festivals and family celebrations.
When selthood is thrown into question
by the inability to conceive, femininity, masculinity, fertility, virility and
mortality loom - it can be excruciat-

norm for one moment. The ideal family is still seen as two parents of the
opposite gender, married, with 2.4 children and a cat. I say cat because
statistically cat owners outnumber dog
owners (which I guess says something

ingly painful to sit in sfez£J and watch
one's tradition being handed down to
other people's children. And so one
stays at home."

about people's busier lifestyles). This
combination, and I speak simplistically, is supposed to provide a stable

When so much of Jewish life, festivals and lifecycle events, are geared
towards the family-with-children
model, how do those without become,
remain, part of it all? How can they feel
fully a part of the Jewish people, when
the emphasis is put on procreation?
Should that emphasis remain? We
can play the demographic game. After
the Shoah, the Holocaust, is there a
moral imperative for Jews to replenish

their numbers? As a rabbi, I fully understand why God prohibits Jews from
taking a census unless God ordains it.
The number of times synagogues in

which I have worked have held this
event and the success has been measured by the number of `bums on seats'
regardiess of the quality of what was
offered and shared, is legion. It makes
me weep. I don't believe that playing
the numbers game is productive. If,
post Shoah, our only reason for producing more Jews is to produce more
Jews, then I question its purpose. Historically too, Jewish numbers have
always expanded and contracted, often
alarmingly, but there has been a remnant, a small group holding onto a
qualityJudaism,thathasbeenthebasis
for a further expansion. Taking the
long view, numbers are not my primary wony.
There is an ecological question to be
asked too. Five thousand years ago,
when the human population of this
planet was far less, procreation presented no problem. Five thousand
years ago, when tribal survival depended on numbers, the command to
procreate made sense. Does it now?
We Jews have another obligation,
}z.#ha72 oJcz77?, repair the world. At a time

of ovelpopulation and over usage of
limited planetary resources, does it
make sense to continue a policy of Biblical procreation?
Yet, despite my belief that fz.fafrzf72
oJcr77e should be taken seriously, de-

spite my stated belief that, for me,
numbers are not the most important
factor in Jewish life, I am aware that
Jews do put enormous pressure on
other Jews to many and have children,
to comply with a `mythical norm'.
Let's just focus on this mythical

family structure which will encourage
sound moral growth and provide decent adult citizens for the future. At its
worst, a family can abuse and, by that
abuse, destroy the growth and integrity
of those within it.
What exactly is a family? Much has
been written about the modem, small
often isolated, nuclear family, and historical comparisons made with former
extended families that lived near each
other and supported each other in life' s
crises. As someone who has the privilege of entering the homes and lives of
others, I often see the stresses and
isolation placed on mothers of small
children, confined to their homes and
devoid of other adult company. It destroys a woman's sense of worth and
sense of self. As a fomier casualty

In fact, a report that came out a year
or two ago reached the opposite conclusion. If my. memory serves me
correctly, the children of working and
single women, and those of lesbian
couples, often fared better in measurables like school work and exams,
and (although I seem to remember the
survey was a bit shallow in this area)
were also found to be generally better
adjusted emotionally than other children. I remember with a certain irony
that this report did nothing to stave off
the attacks by many Conservative hAI's
who were vociferously calling for benefit cutbacks, if not actual hanging,
drawing and quartering of single and/
or working mothers.
Those women who feel they cannot
cope with the complicatedjuggling of
work and family, but who are capable
of higher education and a career, put
off child-bearing whilst they finish
their degrees, establish themselves in
their careers, and gain fmancial security. Many professional women, for
example doctors and rabbis, spend
their prime fertile years, their twenties
and early thirties, gaining their profes-

Prof essor Howcnd, Jacobs , head Of the f drulity
clj,hic at the Middiesex Hospital in London, has
conft:rmed f;or me that statistically one in ftye
coaples are inf ;ertile.
nurse, who used to cover the receptionists over the lunch break
occasionally, I can remember the
number of times women answered the
question, `What is your occupation?'
by replying "I'mjust a housewife". No
man ever said, "I'mjust an electrician,
I'm just a soldier, I'm just a doctor".
"I'm just a housewife" really says,
"I'm just a nobody".

I'd like to explore the situation of
women further here. Society, although
this is rarely confronted directly, tends
to value only those who Cam money.
Many women want children, but also
want to intemally value themselves and
at the same tine, be extemally valued
by society. The modem woman has
become super-woman, balancing
work, children, husband and home;
then she feels guilty because she's exhausted. On top of everything else, she
then finds herself the subject of debate
about working mothers and latchkey
children. She' s called selfish for wanting a career and told her children will
be thugs and delinquents. She and her
lifestyle are made responsible for all
society' s ills.

sional qualifications and establishing
themselves.

The results of a survey fortuitously
landed on my desk as I was whting this
essay. It is a survey comparing the fainily situation of male and female rabbis
in the American Refomi Movement. I
won't blind you with statistics but the
following few nunibers are of int9rest.
Of male rabbis surveyed, 97% were
married. Only 610/o of female rabbis
were married. Of rabbis without children, 8% were male, whereas 46%
were female. I think this survey is
particularly important, given that fabbis are often held up by congregations
as exemplars of family values. Emily
Feigenson, quoting these statistics,
points out that most congregations
prefer "to hire a rabbi who provides a
model of family life" that is, "rabbis
who are married, with children"
(CCAR Jounal, Spring 1997, p78).
Women rabbis, by using their most
fertile years studying at rabbinic seminaries, and who then cannot or do not
become mothers, are penalised in the
job market for not being married with
children. Women rabbis, most women

professionals, cannot win.
When professional women do decide the time is right to start a family,
they can often find themselves having
difficulty in conceiving, and, of course,
the later you leave it, the higher the
risks of foetal malformation. Or, they
find the psychological upheaval of
childbearing and rearing too great a
change in their late thirties, early forties , and never have children. A great
deal of sorrow and grief goes into that
decision. No woman ever takes such a
decision lightly.
How much help should be given to
those women who, having delayed

having children, find difficulty in
conceiving? Some of the writing on
this topic is quite judgmental. Such
sentiments as "it's their own fault",
"they should have had children earlief", "they put their careers before
motherhood", "they shouldn't become
mothers now because obviously it
wasn't important to them", "they're too
old" are commonly voiced.
Economic arguments come into play
too. Why should public money be
spent helping them conceive? This
question is brought into sharper focus
today as hospital beds become scarcer,
waiting lists for treatment become
longer and medical treatments and
drugs are withheld from the seriously
ill patients on the grounds that they are
too expensive. Can, or should, resources be put into helping infertility?
Yet, if the NHS cannot sustain fertility
treatments, intervention will become
the prerogative of the rich only. Those
who still believe in eugenics may be
pleased by this, but certainly this is not
the case where Professor Jacobs is concerned. He told me that the vast
majority of fertility treatments undertaken are both cheap and effective and
can see no reason why they should not
remain on the NHS. IIowever, every
time a new or unusual case of infertility treatment hits the headlines - and
these cases evoke deep emotions in
people - he finds himself fighting anotherbattletokeepinfertilitytreatment
available to those who could otherwise
not afford it.
Here too, on the issue of fertility,
society judges women more harshly
than men. Men can conceive children
in their 60s and 70s and are generally
congratulated on, to put it crudely, still
being able to "get it up". When older
women conceive and hit the headlines,
there is generally a level of uneasiness,
even disgust, at the unnaturalness of
this occurrence. Achieving a balance is
difficult. Having a child at 55 means

the child going straight into adolescencewiththeaddedburdenoflooking
after an ageing parent. On the other
hand,manypeoplemakebetterparents
for having had children late in life,
when they are settled and more mature.
I would like to place all this in a
general historical context. Fertility and
the perceived role of women in society
are closely interwoven. The weave of
that fabric started to come apart during
the first world war. Because of the lack
of men and the needs of society,
middle-class women, for the first time,
were encouraged to work. They
worked in factories, as drivers, as auxiliaries, performing any number of
functions. They had a taste of the

friendship that the environment of
work can develop and a taste of financial independence. After the war,
women were summarily sacked and
forced to return to domestic duties.
Any woman who tried to hold on to her

tance Judaism puts on education, may
well, I don't know the statistic, be more
highly educated than the general population. However, as we have seen,
being more highly educated often leads
to fewer women choosing to have, or
being able to have, children.
It would require a major change in
the way society structures itself to give
women greater opportunities to work
and to become mothers at the same
time. Instead of women being sidelined
into poorly paid, low status, part-time
work, professional organisations
would need to look at providing parttime training to become rabbis,
barristers, business women, or whatever. And part-time training would
need to be seen to be on par with fulltime training, not some lesser option.
Then women could use their fertile
years without feeling they were giving
up all their lives to motherhood. Even
more radically, society could learn to

Five thousand years ago, when tribal survival
depended on numbers, the command to procreate
made sense. Does it now? We Jews have another
obligation, +tldn]rL ordrr+ repair the world. At a tine
Of overpopulation and over usage Of linited
planetary resources, does it make sense to continue a
Potiey Of Bibhcal proareation?
work received society's opprobrium
forwithholdingworkfrommenretuming from the front.
Pretty much the same thing happened after the second world war.
Women's scope and work opportunities had increased as never before,
women built ships, captained harbour
boats, drove ambulances, became
skilled aircraft builders, sheet metal
workers an general factory workers.
Again, once the war ended, women
were often summarily sacked. The virtues of domesticity were reinforced by
government propaganda and domestic
appliance advertising. But by this time
the seed had been sown and the genie
could not be put back in the bottle.
The sixties saw a huge increase in
the expectations that girls would
receive higher education. The contraceptive pill, despite all its later
problems, gave women absolute control over their fertility for the first time
in human existence.
Jewish women do not live in isolation. The rules and norms of society
affect them, too, as much as anybody
else. Jewish women, given the impor-

change the way it inherently devalues
those who don't earn.
So where does this leave us on the
subject of Jewish fertility? There is a
pressure to reproduce, to fulfil the
mythical family norm. At c%#j?pcz%
(wedding) after c%cfj2pcrfe, single Jews

arewished-told-byintrusiverelatives,
"Please God by you". Or, if already

married, questioned about when they
are going to have children. Note the
`when' not `if' . Many Jews, perhaps as
many as half the Jewish population, do
not fit that framework. If we want them
to become, or to remain, part of our
communities, we need to stop asking
insensitive questions, question our unconscious assumptions that marriage
and reproduction are the ultimate fulfilment and validate each individual

for who she or he is .
HADASSAH DAVIS wcrs /o7.mer7y a72 .4ccz.dent & Emergency nurse. She has a BA (Hons)
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neglected. But it as been treated with
discrimination. While their involvement in the crimes has received the
attention it deserves, care was taken
not to condemn all and sundry. Not all
were Nazis, and after much manipulated "Plebiscites" produced 99.9%
majorities, conscientious research,
especially by Jewish scholars, has revealed the balanced truth.
I believe Kurt Grossman, the German-Jewish author, was one of the first
to publish a book on the "Unsung Heroes" who staked their lives in trying
to save Jews. Secure corroborated testimonies of that kind are deposited at
yczc7 vczS7zem, the Holocaust memorial

in Jerusalem. I might mention that in
my time at the Wiener Library, I made
it my business to collect and publish
such documentary evidence. I would
now like to draw attention to one special source that tends to be generally
neglected: the Nazis' own testimony to
the existence of irrepressible humanitarian feeling among Germans, defying
the harshest threats of punishment,
even death.
While that testimony is available for
all the years of Nazi tyrarmy, I will
begin with November 1938, the month
of the nationwide pogrom. Goebbels,
the chief organiser of the pogrom, was
fully aware of the widespread horror.
At a press conference on 24 November, he complained of those who "kept
on talking about and defending the
`poor Jews". These "weak-kneed
bourgeois" were said to be "stabbing
the Fuhrer in the back". A week after
that crime, the British Consul-General
in Frankfurt, RT Smallbones, reported
to the Foreign Offlce: "I am persuaded
S RECENT, MUCH DISCUSSED

TE

ok seeks to establish that "oriary Germans" were aiding and
abetting the mass murder of Jews. This
sweeping generalisation, by an angry

young man, the son of a distinguished
historian, found little support among
seasoned students of the subject. In
Britain, Gitta Sereny thought "the
fundamentals of social and political
analysis" had been "disregarded" by a
``man in an ivory tower" who "fails to
provide the context essential to real
understanding". Though the book was
a best seller in New York, at least one
US Jewish historian, Steven E
Aschheim, noted the absence of that
"refining task of scholarship" which

must "call into question rather than
reinforce stereotypical thinking and
encourage balanced and complex
historical judgements on all sides".

Young Dr Goldhagen's argument,
no doubt unbeknown to himself, goes
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far to compromise it. Essentially it is a
rehash of the war slogan "Only a dead
Gemian is a good German". That is the
sort of propaganda in which the late
Lord Vansittart excelled, making himself outstandingly popular with Dr
Goebbels, the Nazi Minister of Propaganda, .who wrote in his diary:
"Vansittart wants to destroy Germany,

not just the National Socialist movement. That's music in our ears...
Vansittart is really worth his weight in

gold to our propaganda." Dr Goldhagen, in the 1990s, understand as little
as did Vansittart in the 1940s -that
"Nazi" is not a nationality but a men-

tality, to be encountered in the New
World as much as in the Old, among
the upper classes as well as among the
lowest, among Jews as much as among
Gentiles.

Dr Goldhagen's subject, the behaviour of ordinary Germans at the time of
the Holocaust, has by no means been

that if the Government of Germany
depended on the suffrage of the people, those in power and responsible for
these outrages would be swept away
by a storm of indignation if not put up
against a wall and shot".
Such in fact was the extent and the
intensity of the horror aroused by this
obviously engineered carnival of
fiendish banditry, that the Goverrment
thought it expedient to let the press
report - if only to condemn - the
outraged feeling nationwide. The SS
Joumal Dczs Slcfewczrze Korps makes
ominous reference to those ``kindhea,rted representatives of arch-

Christian charity" whom one could
notice "at the butcher's, at the newspaper stalls, in the cafes, indeed everywhere", and at the end of 1938, a West
German paper asks: "Is it not strange
that one should constantly come across
folk who keep pitying the `persecuted
Jews'?".
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These feelings, occasionally ex-

pressed in such homely remarks as
"this Jew-business won't pay in the

long run", persisted throughout the
war. In 1941, it is thought "unfortu-

nate" that "there are still Gemians who
make it a point of honour to show sympathy for the Jews". In May 1942,
Hitler attacks "our so-called bourgeois
gentry" because of their "lamentations
when the Jew is deported to the east".
Goebbels takes up the theme even in
his notorious Stalingrad speech of
February 1943 when, faced with the
devastating rout of the German army,
he had ample cause to concern himself
with other, more directly pressing
business. In front of the widest national
and international audience, he set upon
"those active simpletons" and "leaned
philistines" whom "could see here only
a question of humanitarian feeling".
He denounced such scapegoats as " the
little clubs of over-objectivists" who

had "not yet leant to cast off all sentiments of fellow-feeling" with the
Jews.

Shortly afterwards, Goebbels notes
in his diary "some regrettable scenes"
whenpeopleinBerlinprotestedagaiust
the ``evacuation" of Jews from an old
people's home: "A large crowd gathered and some even sided with the
Jews". Later "the scLeduled arrest of
all Jews on one day proved impossible
because of the short-sistted behaviour
of industrialists who had warned the
Jews in time. We therefore failed to lay
our hands on about 4000". h the circumstance it carmot be surprising that
the deportations to the death camps
were to proceed in the strictest secrecy.
They would have aroused too much
unwelcome attention. The earliest
known deportation, that of 1000 Ger-

the treatment of Jews had grown to
such an extent that the Hitler Youth

mentioning the pogrom, unmistakable:
"People before the Flood", it said, "also

journal Wz.//e ##c7 A4lczcfef - Will and

were high on exaltation, but then the
Flood came and did away with them
all. Mankind is being blinded with false
joy. Those who can look deeper will
see the signs of death - nations wading
in the blood of new wars, truth laid in
chains, justice, with broken limbs,
writhing in the gutter".
But this was not the end, the veiled
voice went on. "With the end comes
the Day of Judgement, the time of
wrath, when the dead arise again...
Everlasting joy awaits them, and God
shall wipe the tears from off their faces.
For the world, in the end, does not

Power -carries a long article deploring
the absence of "unanimous support"
for "the efforts made during the past
ten years to solve the Jewish Question". After a decade of the most
intense indoctrination, people "simply
don't seem to understand the purpose
served by our policy". It had to admit
that "throughout large sections of the
German intelligentsia, anti-Jewish discussions were anything but popular".
The reason probably can be found in
the fact, stated with some suaprise, by
another j oumal, that ``the vast maj ority
of Aryans... simply refuse to understand how a mere two million Jews
should be able to `dominate' roughly
two billion Aryans". Others of much
the same ilk, writes the prominent Nazi

propagandist Dr Johann von Leers,
were those "incorrigible dumb-bells
and fools who are seized with a humanitarian shaking of the knees every
time we demand the inexorable extermination of the Jewish vermin".
As the war began to take an ominous
turn against Germany, the well-known
Protestant Bishop Theophil Wurm
dared to write, in a letter addressed to
the Government, "Many among our
people regard the suffering caused by
the enemy air attacks as retribution for
what has been done to the Jews".
When the synagogues were set on
fire, the Nazi Party's "German Christians" rejoiced to see "Jehovah gone
bust". The "Yahveh temples in ruins",
they cried, were a sure sign that "the
God of the Jews no longer rules over
Germany". Unlike the scoffers at
Belshazzar's feast, they never saw the
hand that was writing on the wall.

``The vast majority Of Aryans... simply ref use to

understand how a mere two million Jews
should be able to `doryin,ate' roughly two
billionAryans''
man Jews at the beginning of 1940,
was not to be reported at all, and in
1941 the Commandant of Auschwitz,
Rudolf Hoess, is told that the plans for
"a definite solution of the Jewish
question must be treated as a vital Government secret" which meant that "no
one was allowed to speak about such
matters to anybody". In 1942, all reports on "the Jewish question" in
Eastern Europe were banned.
In September 1943, revulsion over
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Some however did and none more
memorably than an old-established
Christian Journal, the .4//gefflz.#c Evcz#-

gelisch-Lutherische Kirchen-Zeitung,
which, in a front page editorial characteristically entitled "Of the End of the
World", reported those who, after the
Munich `Conference' blackmail and
the pogrom, were "high with exultation". The voice that now spoke was of
necessity veiled, as if not of this world,
yet for all that, without as much as

belong to the devil: it belongs to God".

This apocalyptic comment on the
pogrom was published in Nazi Germany, on 18 November 1938, six years
before the weird vision was literally

proved true. Unfortunately the name
of the inspired writer is not known. He
would deserve to rank among the Hebrew prophets.
It seems a pity that, despite his own
names Daniel and Jonah, Dr Goldhagen, in the course of his studies,
never heard this voice of another, quasi
biblical prophet - who happened to be
an `ordinary German'. It might have
caused him to reflect how much he
would have dared to face the deadly
risk of martyrdom.
Perhaps, while so reflecting on his
own possible reaction to similarly
invidious circumstances, he will remember the advice offered by Hillel,
"Judge not your fellow-man until you
come to his place". So far as the Nazis'
Jew-baiting propaganda is concerned,
he can rest assured it completely failed
to turn Germans indiscriminately into
"Hitler' s willing executioners".

In his well documented Goebbels
biography (1990), the German histo-

rian RG Reuth sums up the utter failure
of the brazen lies, the blasphemy and
hubris: "No matter how successful
Goebbels was at getting the `mass of
the people' to swear allegiance to the
Fuhrer, he did not succeed in bringing
the Fuhrer and Fro/fa into harmony on
the `Jewish Question". Goebbels himself, at the very end of his career, had
to admit, in his diary on 27 March
1945: "As the facts prove, our propaganda hitherto has failed to make its

impact on the Gemian people" I
CESAR ARONSFELD I.s cz vefera# jo"r#cz/I.s/
and writer on contemporary Jewish affc[irs, ouffeor o/The Ghosts of 1492: Jewish Aspects of
the Struggles for Religious Freedom in Spain,
1848-1976 cz#cJ The Text of the Holocaust: Nazi
Extermination Propaganda 1919-1945.
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E PAINFUL AND PUBLICLY
xposed rift between two
ections of the Jewish religious
community that followed the death of
Rabbi Dr Hugo Gryn not only
dismayed and disheartened British
Jewry, it also shocked the wider British
public who had come to look upon
Hugo Gryn as a wise and respected
representative of what they thought to
be a homogenous religious minority in
Britain. Perhaps the Jewish population
was equally surprised at the extensive
media coverage awarded the `Jewish

Arme J Kershen

West London Synagogue of British
Jews, in Burton Street, Bloomsbury.
The consecration ceremony was
boycotted by the Jewish press. The
Jewish Chronicle 8,nd tale Voice of
/czcob chose instead to criticise the
e'vent and its organiser. But the Eng-

the leaking of the letter written by
Rabbi Dr Jonathan Sacks of the United
Synagogue to Dayan Padwa of the

the A4or#z.ng Cfero72z.cJe debated the sig-

subject of debate as that curently taking place. The setting hardly differed.
London was the location, the West
London Synagogue of British Jews,
Bevis Marks and the main London
Ashkenazi synagogues provided the
backdrop, while the cast included the
founders of Britain's first Reform
synagogue, the then Chief Rabbi and
the religious leader of the Sephardi
community. But the divide between
Orthodox and Refomi Jews in Britain
gradually lessened as the century progressed until, by the early twentieth
century, it had narrowed to barely a
rill. From the late 1930s onwards, the
cleavage once again widened and at
times appeared almost impossible to
bridge.
Tension within the Jewish com-

munity simmered throughout the first
decades of the nineteenth century. It
came to a head in April 1840, when
nineteen Sephardim and five Ashkenazim declared their intention to
establish a West London Synagogue of
British Jews. The situation was aggravated by the appointment, in
September, of David Woolf Marks as
the Synagogue's first Reader and Lectuner. Marks was a known advocate of
reform, a fact made clear with the pub1ication of the first Reform Prayer
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ried out on January 20th 1842, one week
before the consecration of the first

1ish press were in attendance. 7lfec
rz.ffles reported the impressive social

But neither the schism within the
Jewish religious community of Britain,
nor its exposure, were a first. The
schism which occurred in 1840 -thirty
years prior to the establishment of the
United Synagogue - was as much the

Service to commemorate the Golden
Jubilee Of the West London
Synagogue Of British Jews in 1892.

impose a cAere772 - excommunication

-on the dissenters. The threat was car-

schism', as 77ze rz.mes referred to the
`simmering dispute' which followed

?:::eT::;:::#prTcperdeecne,:inct::eer::::

The inferior of. Upper Berkeley Street.

Oral Law. Following the publication
of the Prayer Book, attempts were
made to reconcile the two factions but
there was no meeting point. Chief
Rabbi Hirschell and the Reverend
Meldola subsequently threatened to

Book in August 1841. That mentioned
the issue which became one of the

maj or differences between the Reform
and the Orthodox - the denial of the

content of the new congregation whilst
nificance of the designation `British'
Jews. Marks' sermon did little to lower
the temperature. He criticised the Orthodox for the length of their service,
infrequent sermons, indecorum and
degradation of women. In addition he
defended the Reformers' questioning
of the Oral Law and their decision to
abolish the second day of the Festivals.
The latter was a reform not yet introduced in Germany, where Reform
started three decades earlier.
Though the members of the West
London Synagogue were isolated in
the spiritual rather than social sense,
theirsynagoguewasplacedbeyondthe

pale both spiritually and temporally.
As a result of an Act of Parliament
passed in 1836, it fell to the Board of
Deputies of British Jews to appoint
synagogue marriage secretaries. Without such an appointment a synagogue

could not perform a marriage that was
acknowledged by British law. The refusal of the Board to sanction David
Woolf Marks meant that all those wishing to be married in Burton Street were
obliged to undergo a civil ceremony
on the moming of the wedding day.
The problem was solved not by a healing of the wound within the Jewish
community but through further legislation which, in 1856, enabled West
London to register marriages and to

appoint marriage secretaries to other
Reform synagggues.
As a portent of times to come, hopes
were raised in 1845 that the rift between the Reform congregation whose members included some of the
most notable Anglo-Jewish families and the Orthodox communities, would
be bridged by the appointment of a
new Chief Rabbi. In the event, Nathan
Marcus Adler did nothing to improve
matters. His refusal to allow a deceased
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reformer, Benjamin Elkin, to be given
a formal funeral in an Orthodox cemetery and his in flexibility over the
marriage of an Orthodox young man to
the daughter of the keeper of the
Reform Cemetery, may well have encouraged more Orthodox members to

join the West London Synagogue of
British Jews.
In 1849, the cfee7.c773 imposed on the

individual reformers was lifted, though
it still remained on the Synagogue. In
that same year the site of the Syna-

gogue was moved from Bloomsbury to
central London, from Burton Street to
Margaret Street. This time the /ewz.sfe
Cfero7zz.c/e was represented at the con-

secration ceremony. Whilst the
national newspapers were unanimous
in their praise for the elegance and
decorum of synagogue and service, the
`organ' of British Jewry took the

opportunity tg criticise Marks' sermon
which had referred to the differences
extant between Orthodox and Reform
Jews.

During the decades that followed,
David Woolf Marks, now Senior Minister, gained respect far beyond the
boundaries of the Refom community.
His status and erudition made him a

edged one another and exchanged
pleasantries on social occasions, neither Adler nor the f7cz/7cz;7? of the

Spanish and Portuguese congregation
accepted the invitation to the cer-

emony. But other members of the
Orthodox community turned out in full
force for the occasion.
The first provincial Reform syna-

gogue was consecrated in Manchester
in 1858. Whilst it was obliged to follow

the example of West London in order
to comply with the requirements of the
Marriage Act passed four years earlier,
there was a distance between the two
communities. A relationship developed
which can at best be described as
mercurial. The initial association

between Manchester Reform and
Orthodoxy followed a similar pattern
to that in the capital. But by the early
1870s, a thaw had set in both in London and the provinces. In 1874, the
Chief Rabbi personally told the newly

appointed Director/Minister of the
nascent Bradford Reform congregation
- at that time there was no Orthodox
community in the city - that he was a
`missionary for the Jewish faith', an
admission that would have been
impossible ten years earlier. In 1898,

Chiof Rabbi Nathan Marcus Adler did nothing to
improve matters. He refused to allow a deceased
ref ;ormer, Benja:ndn E[kin, to be given a f ;ormal
fiuneral in an Orthodox cemetery . . .
natural point of reference for comments or responses on religious issues.
On three particular occasiofls - conceming two sensational abductions and
a dispute over the granting of a licence
to an overseas sfeocfref - slaughterer -

Marks came down on the side of tradition and supported the findings of the
Chief Rabbi. It was no doubt due to the
conservative attitude ado|)ted by West
London's Senior Minister that the divide between Refom and Orthodoxy
was gradually nanowhg.
By the mid 1860s the wealthier
members of Anglo-Jewry had moved
westward to Mayfair, whilst in Maida
Vale, slightly further norfu a middle
class Jewish suburb was taking root.
With the lease on Margaret Street due
to expire soon, a new site was sought
and the building of the `ultimate synagogue' undertaken. On September 23
1870, in Upper Berkeley Street, the
newly built West London Synagogue
of British Jews was consecrated. In
spite of the fact that Chief Rabbi Adler
and the Reverend Marks now acknowl-
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the Manchester Reform Synagogue's
Council declared its intention not to
participate in a proposed federation of
the three extant Reform congregations
as this might `disturb the harmony of
the (whole) Manchester Jewish community'. The decision was indicative
of the improved relationship between
congregations. Three decades earlier
they had seemed oceans apart. Additionally, when Laurence Simmons, the
`Reverend' of the Manchester Reform
Synagogue, died tragically young in
1900, Chief Rabbi Hermann Adler
stated that not only had Reform
Judaism suffered a loss but `entire
Anglo-Jewry' had `reasons to moum
his removal from our midst'. Perhaps
Adler was recalling Simmons's oration following the death of his father in
1890, when the Refomi Reverend had
said that though there had been `minor
differences', Nathan Adler had `truly
been the Chief Rabbi of the whole
(Jewish) community ' .
The Chief Rabbi first crossed the
threshold of the West London Syna-

gogue of British Jews in 1905, when
he attended the memorial service for
FD Mocatta. Doctrinal differences
were again set aside following the
death of David Woolf Marks, aged 98,
in 1909. The Chief Rabbi, the frczfrcI#7,

Dayan Feldman and leading members
of the Orthodox community attended
the funeral service of the man who had
been Senior Minister of the West London Synagogue of British Jews for
nearly 70 years. The letter of condolence sent by the Council of the United
Synagogue to their counterparts at
West London sums up the feeling of
the time:
...It was his earnest desire to bring
into close and friendly relations the

United Synagogue and the West London Synagogue and to co-operate in
matters of high communal importance... The Council of the United
Synagogue gladly recall the sympathetic help rendered by the Council of
West London... and they fervently
hope that unity and concord may
always exist between the sister congregations to the benefit of the community
as a whole.
Sadly this was not to be. The arrival

in this country of a number of Continental rabbis fleeing Nazi oppression
during the 1930s resulted in a dramatic

widening of the gulf. The newly arrived Orthodox rabbis were opposed to
Reform Judaism and to any contact
with its proponents. Chief Rabbi
Hertz's close relationship with the
Union of orthodox Hebrew Congregations - Adas Yisroel - led to a further
tightening up. The interchanging of
pulpits ceased with sadness on both
sides. A by-product of this hardening
of attitude was a closer relationship
between the existing Reform congregation. It culminated in the creation in
1942 of the Associated British Syna-

gogues, forerunner of the RSGB.
The German philosopher Hegel insisted that `the only lesson we learn
from history is that we lean nothing'.
But we can at least take heart. The
schism of 1840 was one which, at the
time, appeared insurmountable. Yet by
1909, mutual respect and interchange
of pulpits had been achieved as a result
of the sagacity and realism of the leaders of Anglo-Jewry. That is a path that

can be retraced .
ANNE J KERSHEN I.s' Bczr#eff Sfe!.#e Se#j.or

Research Fellow and Director Of the Centre for
the Study Of Migration at Queen Mary and
Westfield College, University Of London. She is
also a member Of the Faculty Of Leo Baeck
College. Her latest publications include, London: The Promised Land? (1997): Tradition
and Change (with Rabbi Jonathan Romain in
/99j/,. a#c7 Uniting the Tailors (1995).
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"Friends" starts on TV.

I am woken by the sun streaming in through
cracks in the thatching and the low moans from
the cow who lives in the front garden.

FINDING JEWISH ROOTS
IN HEAT AND DUST
Julia Frankl
In MA:ETA 57 , we carried a symposium on the `Israel Experience ' .
There is a strong and widespread view that the best insurance policy for Jewish
contimiity is to expose young people to a period in Israel and one of the favoured
methods is the `gap year' -the period between leaving school and going on to
higher education. By no means all young Jews opt for a gap year in Israel.
Julia Franhl decided to go and teach in India. This is her remarkable account.

January 14th 1997
S THE BUS PULLS INTO THE
station, the conductor takes up
his position at the rear and
deftly guides the driver past numerous
obstacles with a short series of
whistles. The bus shudders to a halt
and one crowd of people start

A

collecting bags, suitcases, baskets and
sacks to start climbing down, while
another crowd of impatient travellers
hustle to get a seat on the bus.
To avoid confusion I pass luggage
out of the window to my fellow passen-

gers and then climb out the driver's
door.

The bus stand is like many others:
noisy, dusty, hot, filled with smells

ranging from the sour stench of urine
to the heavy, sweet smell of strings of
jasmine being sold by gnarled old

ladies at the side of the road and won
in the long, shining hair of the many
women and girls who pass by.

January 14th 1996
I get off the train at Woodside Park
station Ofter a relcatvely pleasant journey with only one delay Of filf;teem
minutes at Camden Town - the time it
took my wallunan to play half the
Sleeper album I was givenfior my bittha
day. I wind ny scarf. around me several
times to protect my neclcfrom the frosty
air and wallc briskly towards home,
with my rucksack filled with textbooks
slapping against my lower back.
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We heave our bags and head for the
nearest c%czz. (tea) shop, dodging the

beggars crying out for baksheesh and
touts offering accommodation, food,
transport, postcards and anything they
think we might buy - even if it is just
for a rupee or two. Once we reach the
cfeczz. shop we all fall into chairs and

order drinks while trying to wipe the
dirt from our hands and faces.
Tonight "we" consists of Helen and
me, who have been travelling together
from the UK; Dal from Liverpool and
Pascal from Switzerland. The group
has diminished since we first met on a
long train journey - but it is much
easier travelling in a small group.
Helen is the first to get her Lonely
Planet guidebook out, scouring the
"Places to stay - bottom end" section,
looking for a hotel which sounds cheap
but comfortable. The problem with
arriving somewhere, and especially a
beach, late in the day, is that all the
`best' hotels -and the ones listed in the
Lonely Planet guidebook, otherwise
entitled `Traveller's Bible - are destined to all be full.

I open the front door and sling my
bag across the fooor where it hides in a
dark corner in the lengthening shadows. My first need is to make a cup of
tea bofbre I get stuck into sociology
and ethnomethodology. After an hour I
lay aside ray Haralambous - an Alevel student's bible to sociology -and
start thinking about what time

Pascal and I volunteer to tread the
streets in search of accommodation
while Helen and Dal watch the luggage and settle down to their second
cup of chat.
We quickly realise all the low budget
accommodation is in a very bad state
and to flnd something reasonable we
will have to search further afield. The
afternoon is hot and the walk up the
steep hill has tired me out. However,
Pascal persuades me to caITy on to the
end of the road, where we ask everyone
we see if they know a place we can
crash. Our effort is rewarded with
something much better than we had
hoped for -rooms with a local family.
In a shady maze of dirt paths and mud
houses, we fill in the forms with a
serious faced man who looks a little
nervous at the prospect of having four
foreigners shack up with him. We leave
the guidebook as a deposit while we
fetch the others and by the time we
have all unpacked and washed, it is
dark.

I curse myself as I see how much
time I've spent watching the tele instead of revising for my exams and
sullenly head upstairs to bed.

I am woken by the sun streaming in
through cracks in the thatohing and the
low moans from the cow who lives in
the front garden. Outside somewhere,
a group of children is playing cricket
among the palm trees and I can hear
their laughter echoing through the
walls of my room. Pascal stirs at
around the same time and we sneak off
to the beach for breakfast before it gets
too hot.

My alarm starts blaring out Pulp far
too early in the morning and as the DJ
starts his morning chatter, I dress with
several layers and stare bleakly at the
grey sky outside.

At around noon, we return to the
house and find Helen and Dal up and
about and we lump all our laundry
together and give it to the lady of the
house, a shy woman with a beautiful
smile who is always to be found at the
back of the house, with a small child
tangled up in the pleats of her sari in an
attempt to hide from us. In traditional
Indian style, the clothes are scrubbed,
squeezed and wrung until the dirt is
literally beaten out of them. This takes
much more strength and stamina than I
ever imagined and for ten pence an
item I am quite willing to leave it to the
experts.

It is too hot to worry about having a
wami bath, so a bucket of cold water
Contimied on next page
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and ajug is all the equipment needed a scrubbing brush is also useful but, as
none of us had the foresight to bring
one, our feet stay permanently ingrained with dirt.
We spend aftemoons on the beach
and fill ourselves with the delicious
food and beer that can be found along
the whole coast of India.
Today is Friday and school finishes
at noon, so Sophie and I call in at a
pub af.ter a falofel. We play as many
games Of pool as we can affbrd and
arrange to meet around eleven thirty
to go to a club. Its the earliest I can get
a;way from the Friday night Shabbat
meal at Nana' s . We climb onto the tube
to go home and call i.nto Dominos
Pizza, where Sophie works. She malces
us a cheap pizza that is eaten in haste
on the pavement outside the shop.
We plan to leave again on an overnight bus to move further south, so we
return to the cottage and, after settling
our bill and reclaiming our washing,
we throw everything into our backpacks and complete a small trek to the
bus stop. Dal happily waves goodbye
to the cow who has taken a dislike to
him and has made her intolerance of
him clear on several occasions.

It is now rush hour on the tube and I
wonder if I will ever be one of those
thousands of people in dark suits who
commute daily to their offices in
London - surely there is no real life
af ter school?
At the bus stand, we realise we are
in the midst of a pilgrimage. Clusters
of barefoot men and women, not of
childbearing age, dressed only in black
shirts and /£17zgz.s with one small bag of

possessions, are heading south to
Kerala. It is an incredible sight. There
must be thousands of people who have

of the sifccczfe that will soon be built in

To the right Of the
shrine, a groap Of old
men were singing folk
songs accompanied by
drums , finger cymbals
and strings. Their voices
filled the air, twisting in
and out Of the incense,
harmonising with the
foickering candle light
in June 1996. In September of the same

year, I went to India on a GAP placement with Helen, a girl I had met only
twice before. We spent four months in
an English Medium Public School in
Southern India, teaching English. I
specialised in Drama and Helen in Geography. After our placement, we
travelled through the rest of South lndia for two months.
One of the strongest experiences I
had was only two weeks into my time
at school. We took part in the first

night of the festival of Ganesha - the
elephant God who represents good fortune. The temple across the road held
the elephant shaped idol and Helen and
I went to look. It was twilight and the
shrine gave off a warm glow against
the deep red sky. We first explored it
during the day and I knew the intricate
sculptures no longer held every detail,
but as night settled, the dirt and erosion
were hidden and my eyes were drawn
to the shrine. A canopy of banana
leaves lead the way inside and took me
back a thousand years, reminding me

have stepped out of any era. To the
right of the shrine, a group of old men
were singing folk songs accompanied
by drums, finger cymbals and strings.
Their voices filled the air, twisting in
and out of the incense, harmonising
with the flickering candle light and
honouring the feeling of joy to
complete the occasion. I listened for a
while and, although I wanted to join in
and dance round and round, as darkness finally settled, I headed back to
my room.
The whole excited and open feel of
the temple reminded me of Jewish
festivals and what they must have been
like two thousand years ago in Israel, a
truly joyous celebration of tradition,
rather than the mechanical ritual that I
sometimes experience today. As an
outsider to the Ganesha festival, it felt
very spiritual and I wondered if the
experience I encountered still works
for modem Hindus. It made me ask the
question: "Will some of these traditions be lost as the price for
modemisation?". Only half a day before, I had been discussing with Helen
the poverty and squalor we had witnessed in the surrounding area. Is the
gradual secularisation which is bringing Pizza Hut and new hospitals to
cities occurring at the expense of traditional practices and beliefs? It is a

Juhiral FraLnkl is a member Of Finchley Rofol.1n
Synagogue. She went to India in September
1996. after completing A levels. She is currently
working in a junior school suppol.ting pupils

®®®®®,®

June 3rd 1997
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dressed only in a white c7feo/z. could

thought that made me take a long hard
look at my Jewish roots, where I originated and how beliefs have changed,
why I am a Reform Jew and, most
importantly, what I want to teach my
children. Although I have no answers
yet, my experience has made me ask
the questions, which is a start to finding the answers.
For both Helen and me, India has
changed our perspectives on life and
what we want from it. The trip has
enabled me to fomi some of the strongest friendships I have ever experienced,
as well as completely freeing my mind
and if you free your mind, the rest will
follow...I

just put their normal lives on hold to
make this annual journey by train, bus
and even foot. Many of them have
flocked to the sea to wash, fully
clothed, while the sun sinks into the
water. I know as I watch that the dark
silhouettes of the young men joyfully
splashing water over each other in front
of a darkening sky will always stay
with me.
I keep one eye on the sunset as we
board the bus and watch out of the
window until it is too dark to see the
line of palm trees parallel to the road
and I begin to fall asleep on Pascal's
shoulder.

I am 19 years old and completed my
sociology and theatre studies A levels

my back garden at home. The smell of
damp earth and incense added an extra
beauty to the atmosphere. Inside, the
Ganesha idol was surrounded by
garlands and flowers. We gavepff/.cz by
throwing rice onto the idol and, in
return, received an apple and some
food on a banana leaf. The Brahman,

The festival Of porgol, celebrated in the
town on Madural.

with learning difficulties. Julia hopes to begin
studying for an education degl.ee in October
1998.
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Moshe Maimon: "Homecoming from the War''. Exhibited 1906, Whitechapel Art Gallery.

A BRUSH-UP FOR
ANGLO-JEWRY
Whitechapel Art Gallery opened
FROM
in 1901,
THE the
TIME
Jewish
THAT
community
THE
took a keen interest in its activities, as
the Gallery was located in the heart of
the East End where 200,000 Eastern
European Jews had recently made their
home. In 1906, the Gallery organised
an exhibition of `Jewish Art and
Antiquities', which was not only the
biggest exhibition they had ever
organised but also became the best attended in the Gallery's history, with
150,948 visitors in six weeks. It created

a great deal of excitement in the Jewish
community. The Jewz'sfe Cfero72z.c/e

published a special series of supplements about the exhibition. One

painting from the exhibition was purchased for the nation and there was
even a sermon preached at Upper
Berkeley Street (West London) synagogue on the moral of the exhibition.
In scope, the exhibition went beyond
the 1887 Anglo-Jewish Historical

exhibition at the Royal Albert Hall,
with one important addition. Where the
1887 exhibition had concentrated on
Judaica, books, manuscripts and prints,
the Whitechapel one also included two
galleries devoted to paintings by Jewish artist, the majority contemporary
British artists. A study of these paintings gives some insight into the
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Julia Weiner
subjects preoccupying those who produced them. This was particularly
significant in 1906, as the exhibition
came just one year after the passing of
the Aliens Act, which had put a stop to
unlimited immigration from Eastern
Europe. The community had received
a large amount of negative press comment as a result of this Act and some of
the artists felt that they could use their
art to convey important messages about
Anglo-Jewry.
The original idea for the exhibition

came from Canon Bamett, founder of
the gallery. He was the husband of
Henrietta, who founded the Hampstead
Garden Suburb. Canon Bamett wrote
to the Maccabeans, a dining and cultural society, in May 1905, suggesting
the Gallery mount an exhibition illustrating Jewish history, life and art. The
spur for this action was almost certainly the Aliens Act, for Canon

Bamett had for many years devoted
himselfto breaking down the prejudice
and ignorance that existed between
Jews and non-Jews in London, and had
himself spoken out against the Act.
Although Bamett did not state in so
many words that the exhibition could

be used as propaganda, its potential
was quickly realised by the committee
of Maccabeans set up to organise it. At
their first meeting in 1905, Mr Fred
Franklin `urged that an effort should
be made to demonstrate the industrial
and commercial benefits which the
alien immigrants had brought to
England. He suggested that actual
specimens of alien handiwork might
be exhibited or else that the value of
the alien should be shown by statistical
charts and tables. '
Bamett had suggested that the excision cost about £200 but the
committee instead pledged to find
£1200 to fund a more ambitious
project. Sadly, they encountered a
great deal of opposition, including objections raised by Lord Rothschild, Sir
Samuel Montagu and others, who
noted in reference to the Aliens Act,
that `the Jewish people had been too
much in the public eye of late.' The
committee decided to face them down
and to go ahead with a smaller exhibition as suggested by the Whitechapel
Art Gallery. But opposition continued,
indicating how worried the community
was about the possibility of presenting
itself in a bad light. Chief Rabbi Adler
summarised these feeling in his speech:
`It has been argued that the bringing

together of this collection savours
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somewhat of flaunting and obtrusiveness.'

The general aims of the exhibition
conformed to Canon Bamett's vision
of breaking down prejudices and drawing together not only Jew and non-Jew,
but also East and West, rich and
poor. However, committee member
MH Spielman identified additional
aims for the Art section in the exhibition catalogue, which reveals messages
that the exhibition was attempting to
convey: "Some of the figure painters
may choose to infuse racial passion
into their Jewish subjects, pregnant in
their significance and of profound sincerity, but the majority, identifying
themselves entirely with their adopted
country after the manner of the Jewish
people, alike in feeling and in subject,
show no trace of distinction, thought

The original idea f;or
the exhibition came
f rom Canon Barnett,
f;ounder Of the gallery.
He was the hasband Of
Henrietta, who f rounded
the Hampstead Garden
Suburb.

of Lily Delissa Joseph's painting `A
Jewish Family' at least to have some
Jewish references. But it depicted nine-

teen members of her own family, all in
their best dress with no traces of any
specifically Jewish objects or clothing
on show. Sadly, this painting was destroyed by the artist's own hands and
only some of the heads of the sitters
are still in existence.

A small number of artists, both of
Eastern European extraction and from
the established Jewish community,
chose instead to submit paintings of
`Judenschmerz', scenes of the `sorrow

tent at all. It is interesting to note that a
large percentage of these works were
by women artists who tended toward
these subjects, generally working in
watercolours and pastels and on a small

of modem Israel', presumably to bring
the plight of their co-religionists to the
attention of the non-Jewish community. Perhaps the most shocking was
`Homecoming from the War' by Mo-

scale.

ses Maimon, which showed a crippled
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Lily Delissa Joseph: "A Jen;fish Fanily"

and differentiation of artistic sentiment. And this, we may be sure, will
be the course of the future development - continual assimilation with the
single obj ect in this country ofadvancing the honour and the glory of the
British school. Young men and women
of ability are arising in every side who
will certainly remove the reproacb of
the past, and the graphic arts, like the
other, will before long be recognised
as equal witness of the emotional and
intellectual genius of the House of Israel."

The message that Anglo-Jewish artists were more English than Jewish was
very important and the fact that they
were little different to British painters
was stressed. This point was also reflected in the works on show. Whilst
there were a number of Jewish subjects, the majority were landscapes,
still life and genre with no Jewish con-
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The paintings with Jewish themes
can be divided into three categories.
The largest group depicted scenes of
contemporary Anglo-Jewish life; the
majority were portraits which celebrated the sitters not so much as Jews
but more as English ladies and gentlemen. These included portraits by
Solomon J Solomon such as `Mr Ellis
Franklin' , which the Jewz.sfe Cfero72z.c/e

described as `a perfectly satisfying

picture of a benevolent English gentleman', and `Dr Adler's election to Chief
Rabbi'. There was also a painting of
Lord Rothschild being sworn as a
member of the House of Lords in 1885,
and a portrait of the Reverend Professor Hemiann in his academical robes
as the first Jewish Doctor of Literature
of the University of London. All
showed that Jews were no different
from Englishmen and could attain high
office. One might expect from the title

Jewish soldier returning from fighting
to find that his wife and child have
been killed in a pogrom. The only survivor, his old father, has been driven
mad by the horror. Maimon was a Russian-born artist who had been the only
Jewish member of the Russian Imperial Academy. His painting `Refused
Admission to the Russian School' gave
another aspect of the prejudice faced
by Eastern European Jews which
Maimon may have experienced. Other
artists who had been born in Eastern
Europe and who contributed to this
genre were Leopold Pilichowski whose
`On the way of the Exile' showed children sleeping at the docks, and Mayer
Klang, who contributed `Motherless'.
More generalised views of the Wandering Jews were also found in the
Indian artist Samuel R Samuel's `Wanderers' and Lizzie Hands' highly
Continued on next page
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romanticised `Outcast Among the Nations,.

This work is in sharp contrast to
Amy Drucker's painting `Aliens',
which was found to be `full of feeling

give a somewhat idealised view of their
subjects. One would be hard put to
attach the majority to the East End specifically, for they promoted a highly
idealised and somewhat romantic im-

of the exhibition, `Jews Mourning in a
Synagogue' was purchased for the Tate
Gallery. This move was welcomed in
the community, since the painting
demonstrated what was considered a

Arny Drucker: "For He Had Great Possessions ". Oil on cc[nwas. Ben Uri Collection.

and vigorously treated'. Whereas
Lizzie Hands, a West End artist presumably from a good family, was
unlikely to have had any first-hand experience of the sufferings of Eastern
European Jewry, Drucker painted a
number of scenes from the East End,
where she was obviously aware of the
poverty in which so many Jews lived.
`Aliens' depicted a family of new im-

migrants to the country and was similar
in style and subject to a later painting,
`For He Had Great possessions', in the
Ben Uri collection. Drucker also contributed `Wentworth Street at Night'
which presumably depicted the Jewish
residents of this East End street near
the Gallery.
Drucker was not the only artist to
present scenes that visitors to the
exhibition would have found in the
streets surrounding the gallery. The
number of works depicting `the alien
at worship and study' led the Jewz.s%
Cfero7ez.c/e to suggest that a new Jewish
school of painting had been established
in England. But these differ very much
from Drucker's paintings since they
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age of the Jew as a solitary scholar and
holy man, who presented no threat at
all. Even though it had been well-publicised that William Rothenstein's
three monumental paintings of Jews at
their prayers were based on scenes he
had observed at Spitalfields Great
Synagogue, and was entitled `Aliens at
Prayer', Rothenstein admitted that he
had not painted directly from life and
that he was more concerned with atmosphere than details. `It is not the
picturesque possibilities of tallisim and
phylacteries that appeal to me. I have
even left them out where I should have

paintedthem'.
Reactions to the exhibition in the
non-Jewish community would no
doubt have pleased the organisers, for
both the Art Journal and The Times
were enthusiastic. Indeed, 772e rz."es
art critic praised the artistic merits of
the paintings and noted `If Jews took
late to painting there is enough good
work here to show that they have made
rapidstrides'.
Both reserved their highest praise
for Rothenstein's work, and as a result

positive view of the East End Jew. `It
should be very good for future generations to see in Mr Rothenstein's
pictures something of the earnestness
and "other-worldliness" which characterised the Whitechapel Jew' .
Against that, Mr Fred Franklin expressed his opposition to the purchase
and found Maimon's `Homecoming
from the War' a more inspiring painting. Whilst it is likely that Maimon and
Drucker's paintings were closer to the
reality of the existence of the East End
Jew, both the Jewish and wider com-

munity preferred unthreatening images
which spoke neither of the problems of
Eastern Europe nor the Anglicisation
of Anglo-Jewry, but instead presented
a timeless image of the Jew at prayer I
I\JL:1A WTIT"ER studied at St Edmund Hall,
Orford and the Courtauld Institute Of Art. She
is now Education Officer at the Courtauld Gal~
lery and regularly curates exhibitions at
various venues, including The Sternberg Centre. She teaches at The Spiro lnstitwte and has
also lectured at various museums around the
country and at the Schoc)I Of Fine Art in Vilnius,

Lithaania. She has been the art critic Of the
Jewish Chronicle sz.#ce /994.
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for Orthodox as well as Progressive
Judaism. The office of the Chief Rabbi
originates from the office of the
Archbishop of Canterbury. Another
example is that for many years both
Orthodox and Reform `ministers' were
called `Reverend'.
Christian influence on Judaism was
not limited to title but can also be found
at religious level. I have followed with
interest the argument in our community over whether the Chief Rabbi of
the United Hebrew Congregations
should have participated fully in the
funeral of Diana, Princess of Wales.
Whichever position one holds, orthodox Sfeczz7bcz/ ritual changed as a result

of an Anglican funeral service. The
funeral took place on a Saturday and
the Chief Rabbi, after having read a
psalm in the presence of the Earl Spencer and members of the Royal family,
accompanied the cortege for a short
distance. This was in spite of the fact
that the fed/cz4%czfe does not allow for

Dr Martin Forward (right) and Edward Kessler at the beginning Of the project to
open a Centre fior Jewish-Christian relations in Cc[mbridge.

the participation in mouming on the
Sabbath. The argument over the extent
of his involvement is not relevant.
What is relevant is that the urgency of
the moment, the need for a Jewish contribution to Anglican ritual, resulted in
Orthodox Jewish involvement, however limited, in a Christian funeral rite
a.nd a theological change. TrL some
ways, this will have as great an influ-

HOWTOLOVE
THE STRANGER
Edward Kessler
S A TEACHER OF JUDAISM

Ato Christians
ity to Jews,
andI ofam
Christianasked by
Jewish students why they should
bother to learn about Christianity.
Their questions fall into three
categories:

• Multi-faith, ie: "we live in a
multi-faith society, so what is so
special about Christianity?"
• Prejudice, ie: "Christianity is
anti-Semitic, so you should teach
Christians about Judaism, not Jews
about Christianity"
• Mission, ie: "Christians only want
to convert Jews".
Yes, we do live a multi-faith society
and as responsible citizens, we should
lean about many faiths. But, there exists, whether we like it or not, a special
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relationship between Judaism and
Christianity. Judaism gave birth to
Christianity; Jesus and his first disciples were Jews. Jews and Christians
share some of the same scriptures.
It is also argued that we live in a
secular rather than a faith society. To
some extent this is true. But however
secular it may have become, society is
still Christian centred. Our national
holidays are centred around the Christian calendar, the Church is established
and our Queen is called `Defender of
the Faith', ie: the Christian faith. A
knowledge of Christianity is a prerequisite for understanding the history and
culture of our country.
It is often unappreciated by Jews
how much the Church of England has
influenced Anglo-Jewry. This is true

ence in the long-temi as the communal
argument over the participation of the
Chief Rabbi. However strictly orthodox the Chief Rabbi may have become
over recent years, he still took part in a
Christian funeral on a Sfeczbbof.

Such theological changes are the
subj ect of a number interesting studies.
It is being increasingly accepted by
scholars that Christianity has in fluenced the religious development of
Judaism. Rabbi Dr Michael Hilton, in
his challenging book, 7lfee Cferz.sfz.cz#

Eiffect on Judaism (SCM Press), tla.s
examined Christian influences on
Judaism such as the ever increasing

impact of Christmas on Chanukah why else do we give Chanukah presents? While some of his conclusions
can be questioned, it is certainly real
that Christianity has influenced
Judaism in the past and still does today.
It has and continues to have a unique
relationship with Judaism.
Over two millennia, Christians have
been involved, whether actively or
passively, in prejudice and violence
against Jews and Judaism, culminating
in the Shoah. Indeed, many Jews participate in Jewish-Christian relations for
defence puxposes. There is a hope that
education can dispel prejudice. The
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persecutions that occurred throughout
much of Jewish history have left their
impression on the Jewish community.
Most Jews sympathise with Woody
Allen when he say, "I may be paranoid, but I have a lot to be paranoid

aggressive proselytism. And, those
small numbers of Christians who are
involved in missions to Jews will be
more easily answered with some
knowledge of Christianity.
The three categories I have identi-

at)out...„

fied are re-enforced by a fourth - the

But anti-Semitism is not true of all
Christians nor of the whole of Christianity. Enormous strides have been
made in recent years. It is important
that Jews acknowledge this positive
development. We should be aware of
the various Church guidelines on the

need to understand the `other'. It has
often been thought that the greatest
moral principle which Judaism
conferred on civilisation was the command, "You shall love your neighbour
as yourself" (Lev 19: 18). Yet as Rabbi

Jonathan Sacks himself pointed out at

It is often unappreciated by Jews how rrmch the
Clurch Of England has irifluenced Amglo-Jewry.
This is true f;or Orthodox as well as Progressive
Judaism. The office Of the Chiof Rabbi originates
from the office Of the Archbishop Of Canterbery.
Another example is that f;or many years both
Orthodox and Rof;orm `ministers ' were called
`Reverend'.

Christian relationship with the Jewish
people including the Roman Catholic
epoch-making document called IVos/rcz
4efcz/c published in 1965 and the

inspiring Lambeth 1988 Conference
document called Jews, Cferz.sfz.cz7zs cz72c7

Muslims: the Way of Truth and
Dz.cz/og#e. The major Christian de-

nominations have for some years
confronted the anti-Semitism in their
midst and would like to work together
with Jews in partnership to combat
prejudice and develop mutual understanding. Further progress can only be
made when there is a knowledge of
each other's faith and perspective -not
just a Christian knowledge of Judaism.
Mission is a key concept of Christianity and Islam. Both are missionary
religions. Yet, mission is not cited as a
reason not to become involved in Jewish-Muslim relations. Why is this

different for Christianity? Christian
missions to Jews have been dramatically reduced in recent years. Indeed,
there are Christian theologians who argue against any missionary activity
towards Judaism. They reinterpret mission to mean `1ead an exemplary life',
rather than `spread the word'. Many
Christians today wrestle with the meaning of a Christian mission. This
struggle parallels concerns some Jews
feel about what it means to be chosen
and to be `a light to the nations'.
At the very least, the major Christian denominations all condemn
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the recent conference of the International Conference of Christians and
Jews, there is a greater principle:
"When a stranger lives with you in
your land, do not ill-treat him. The
stranger who lives with you shall be
treated like a native-born. Love him as

yourself, for you were strangers in the
land of Egypt. I am the Lord your God"
(Lev 19: 33-34). It may not be easy to

love the neighbour - but it is harder to
love the stranger. That is why the Torah commands us only once to love the
neighbour, but 36 times to love the
stranger.
The neighbour is the one like us.
The stranger is one who is not like us.
Throughout history, Jews were the archetypal strangers. Abraham describes
himself as a stranger and the Israelites
were strangers in Egypt. Why were
they so regularly described as strangers? In order to teach that God loves
the stranger. We can only fulfil the
command to love the stranger when we
have an understanding and appreciation of the stranger.
For Jews, the test of our humanity is
not merely a toleration of the diversity
in our society. We fail the test if we
simply continue our lives, aware on the
surface of the `other' but ignorant below the surface of the surrounding
culture. To pass the test we must embrace the difference and respect the
dignity of difference. This is true not
only of the `other' outside our com-

munity but the `other' inside our community i.e: it is incumbent on
progressive Jews to try to understand
their orthodox brethren, as should orthodox Jews their progressive brothers.
Embracing the dignity of difference is
dependant upon a willingness to understand the difference and to get to
know the `other'.
There remains one other reason for
leaming about Christianity. Today, we
live in a divided world. We surely share
more in common with Christians than
we share with those Jews who throw
stones at fellow Jews in the name of
Judaism. We surely share with Christians a belief in humanity and a belief
in God. This sharing must result in a
partnership which will only work when
it is based on knowledge and trust.
We can no longer accept an infantilised understanding of Christianity
which is so often based on primary
school education. I have found that dialogue with Christians can be exciting
and also illuminating. Is it not possible
to consider that Christianity has something to teach us? Is it not possible to
develop a greater understanding of
one's own religious tradition through
contact with others. Cannot Judaism
be enriched as a result of interaction
with Christianity?
For many students the study of
Christianity and of Christian-Jewish
relations results in many tears being
shed. The centuries of Christian persecution have left their mark on the
Jewish psyche. This will take time to
heal. Nevertheless, the future can and
does look bright. Building on the
achievements of the Council of
Christian and Jews, an MA in JewishChristian Relations will, for the first
time, be shortly available at the Centre
for Jewish-Christian Relations in Cambridge. The Centre, which is a foruni
for study and dialogue, typifies the op-

portunities which lie ahead and which
will enable us to move forward.
This does not mean fudging differences nor forgetting the past. Sure and
confident in our Judaism, we should
realise that an appreciation and knowledge of christianity can mean looking
forward to the future. It also means
that we can begin to accept our responsibility as Jews and to obey the
command to love the stranger I
EDWARD KESSLER i.a j.7!vo/t;ecJ I.7z I.#fer/czz./A

dialogue. He has a degree in Hebrew and Reli-

gious Studies from Leeds University. He
received a scholarship to Harvard, to take a
Masters degree in theological studies. Presently, he is researching Chi.istian/Jewish
relations at Cambridge University, and

founded the Centre fior Jewish/Christian Relationship. where he is the Executive Director.
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SF#gr&:fe:i::solu,?cF::t:£e#i
shillings at a second-hand bookshop in
a narrow alley in central Manchester,

an area that was to be flattened first by
German, then by Irish bombs. In the
sixty years that followed, I bought lots
more, including one published in 1776
`Principally Adapted For the Service

of the Honourable East India
Company'. I have bought them in the
hope that I might absorb the language
more by osmosis than by diligent
application.

My flame was lit by the novels of
P.C. Wren. The first volume was thrust
into my hands by a Jewish prefect in
the school library, anxious to curtail
his spell of duty. "Read this," he said.
"It's very good." I read it and was
hooked. Wren's most successful novels are tales of adventure in the French
Foreign Legion. These certainly stirred
my imagination. What interested me
even more was the Islamic background
of the Colonial ambience of North Africa.

TANGLING
WITH THE KORAN
SIXTY YEARS 0N
Howard Meek

The Tangier label (Prayer Of Moses)

•.--...

;:

.--..`
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In some of the more improbable
episodes of Beau Geste, the Geste
brothers, scions of the British aristocracy, are holed up in the Legion's Fort
Zindemeuf. Wishing to conduct a private conference in the barrack room,
they pass a copy of the Koran, which
they take turns to read aloud in the
original Arabic, adding a sentence or
two of private dialogue at the end of
each passage: whether in the classical
or the colloquial language the author
does not tell us.
This inspired me. Unable to tackle
the original text, I acquired a copy, for
another two shillings, of George Sale's
antiquated translation of the Koran,
with its bulky apparatus of spiteful
notes. I read this through from end to
end, mostly by torchlight in bed at
night. What impressed me most was
the enthusiastic descriptions of Paradisc, with its pavilions and flowing
water. I was to recognise this vista
many years later in the courts of the
Alhambra, though they admittedly
lacked the fair companions with wide
lustrous eyes who also add charm to
the Koranic scene.
As well as many references to the
Jews in the Koran, mostly disapproving, I found an extensive retelling of
episodes from the Hebrew Bible. These
have been copiously annotated down
the centuries by the Islamic counterparts of Rashi and Ibm Ezra. Amongst
much else, they supplied details missing from Holy Writ. What was the
name of Potiphar's wife? Zulaikha.
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Seven and Eight in the middle distance.

With the help of our instructor, we
explored the treasures of Arabic literature, or such of them at least as had
been selected for our reader. One of
the most unexpected was a vivid account by a medieval Arab geographer

of shark hunting off the west coast of
Ireland. The culmination of our efforts
was a minute perusal of the twelfth
chapter of the Koran, a concise telling
of the story of Joseph. It had taken us
two years to reach so far and it was at
this point that my Arabic education
ceased. My fellow student had fulfilled
his language quota as part of the BA
course, and more was not on offer.
Every sumlner since then I have said
to myself `this autumn I shall resune' .
Sometimes I have, only to abandon the
effort after a longer or shorter time.
But the urge is there, like an everflowing underground stream, which
bubbles to the surface when I look at a

Harold Meek at the Souk el Arba, or Wednesday Market, Of the Bent Hassan Berbers
in the foothills of the RIf Mountains, Morocco,1993 .

And the Queen of Sheba? Balkis.
Move forward some decades and I

that's another story.
The cfeeder teacher and I hacked our

am a lecturer - in architecture - at

way through the undergrowth of Arabic grammar, trapped occasionally by
the tanglewood of nouns with broken

Queen's University, Belfast. The
Jewish community of Belfast, on the
eve of insurrection, was flourishing.
Among other things it possessed the
finest new synagogue in the United
Kingdom and it could afford a salaried
c%eder teacher. The me/cz77!ed in the

post was an Israeli and, to profit fi.om
his ample leisure, he decided to take a
BA at Queen's - his subjects were
mathematics and Arabic.
My colleague in tbe Semitics department, knowing my interest, invited me
to join in. There were two classes a
week and a lot of homework. I wrote
the exercise but didn't sit the exams. I
look at my exercise book now and then,

plurals, till we stood at the foothills of
that mighty sierra, the Eleven Derived
Forms of the Triliteral Verb. "Since a
normal memory is inadequate to take
in the plenitude of forms at one go",
remarks Carl Brockleman, "an overview will suffice in the first instance,
leaving it to practical use in actual
reading to achieve complete mastery
of the system." He says this in his celebrated Anleitung, or `Directions for

position of the Latin alphabet by
Kemal Ataturk. I sifted through the
material and selected half a dozen
items. I was surrounded by a crowd of

Using Socin' s Arabic Grammar for the
Puaposes of Self-instruction' .
Unfortunately, this erudite and judicious work did not fall into my hands

pers, comprises two lines of exquisite
gold lettering on a dark blue background. If you look very closely, you
see that the letters are in shiny gold

As well as many references to the Jews in the Koran,
mostly disapproving, I f;ound an extensive retelling Of
episodes from the Hebrew Bible. These have been
copiously annotated down the centuries by the
Islanic counterparts Of Rashi and Ibn Ezra.
nearly thirty years on. Its pages are
heavy with corrections in red ink. I can

just about read the sentences now,
which is more than I can say about the
neat columns of characters stacked up
in my Chinese exercise books, but
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page of calligraphy displayed in the
Chester Beatty or John Rylands Library in Manchester.
Temptations also come in tangible
form. Outside the mosque of Sancta
Sophia in Istanbul, in the late seventies, I found a street stall selling
modem pieces of Islamic calligraphy,
almost as exotic in Turkey nowadays
as in the rest of Europe, since the im-

until many years later. Hence I laboured to establish a base camp
halfway up Paradigm Two, whence,
with some straining, I could discern
the cloudy and remote summit of paradigm Eleven through a col between

peddlers, their lower lips curled down
in surly frustration, wondering why an
unbeliever should be interested in buying such stuff, rather than in haggling
with them over the price of a fake
Rolex.

My prize piece, which cost me cop-

paper let into a cardboard backing. I
recognised the words as the second
verse of the first surah of the Koran,
the Fatihah, which Muslims treat as we
Jews do the Sfee"cz. In English it would
be `Praise be to Allah, Lord of the
Worlds'. What intrigues me was the
expression `Lord of the Worlds', which
in Arabic is `Rabbi 'l-alamin'. It intrigues me because it is so like the
Hebrew `Ribon ha-olamim' meaning
exactly the same thing. Rabbi Yohanan is reported in the Talmud, Yoma
87b, as saying that these are the opening words of the Confession one should
make in the concluding service of the
Day of Atonement. The identical exContinued on next page
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The scholar was about a third my age but he gazed
on me with such benevolent approval, like a teacher
who discerns a promising papil. He asked me my
name, I told hin, and we parted with expressions Of
reciprocal esteem.
pression appears in a more familiar
context in the daily moming service in

translate, like." I retrieved my label
and stepped out into the street. Within

the Reform liturgy, and as jzz.bo72 ko/

a minute, I saw the friend I needed -an

fecz-O/cz77tz.772, Lord of all the worlds, in

±s+a.rhic talmid chacham. He was a

the Orthodox one.
What are these worlds? Are they this
one and the world to come, or are they
this one and those to which the astronomers have their radio receivers
continually tuned, hoping to record a
meaningful signal?
One more instance, and I'm finished.
Wandering though the city of Tangier
in the spring of 1993 , I came across the
Islamic equivalent of a Catholic Re-

bright young man in a white turban,
canying a Koran wrapped in a length

pository: a shop that sold Muslim
religious items, including samples of
Arabic calligraphy. I went inside and
asked for a copy of a delectable label
in the window, the kind whose back

you'd peel off and stick to your dashboard. "Can't do it, sir", said the
proprietor in Spanish, "can't sell it to
non-Muslims." He carefully avoided
the word `infidels'. "How's that?" I
asked. "I had no difficulty buying this
kind of material in Istanbul." He burst
out laughing. "ffo773dre", he exclaimed,
"it's a totally different culture!" Yes, I

thought, backward, but not quite as
backward as you lot. The next day I
borrowed a small boy from a leather
shop where I'd made some purchases,
shoved a few dz.rfecz773s in his hand and

sent him into the repository. He came
out a minute after with the item I
wanted, in fact two copies of it in differing tints of silver on white.
When I tried to read the inscription I
ran into difficulties. It was a verse from
the Koran, for sure. The first word was
JZczbz., Lord, but after that I was stuck

and stuck I remained for four years,
until a month or two ago, when I was
in my native city again. I ambled down
Rusholme Road, a main thoroughfare
in the south of the town, which was
notable only as the home of the Repertory Theatre when I was a boy at the
Manchester Grammar School before
the war. Now it is a little Lahore, with
halal butchers flanking sari shops and
Punj abi restaurants.
I headed for an Islamic bookshop.
The book counter was unattended, so I
went over to the cassettes. "Yer, well",
said the shopkeeper, "it's a bit 'ard to
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of silk. His eyes lit up at my query.
"Yes, I know these verses", he said.
"They are from the chapter Ta-Ha. You

know there are several parts to the Koran? This is from Part 16. It is the
beginning of the prayer of jl4lz/scz (Mo-

ses) the prophet, peace be upon him, to
God. He says `0 Lord! Open up my
breast. Make my task easy for Me."
The scholar was about a third my
age but he gazed on me with such benevolent approval, like a teacher who
discerns a promising pupil. He asked
me my name, I told him, and we parted
with expressions of reciprocal esteem.
Once home, I pulled out my two
bilingual Korans and there it was:
Surah XX, verses 25 and 26. Moses
addresses God in much the same terms
as he does in Exodus IV, or Nulnbers
XI, though without the tone of petulance notable in the latter instance.
Scholars differ as to how Mohamned learned his biblical stories, some
of them with midrashic or talmudical
overtones. The Koran is full of them,
though there is very little input from
the New Testament. The Hejaz had a
numerous Jewish population at the
time and half of Medina was said to be
Jewish. Whatever Mohammed's precise sources, they must have been
acquired orally. There is no evidence
that he could read or write, and the
Koran was dictated to disciples.
So much for the deliberations of the
learned. As for me, shall I tackle those

broken plural again? .
HAROLD MEEK was ed#cczfed czf A4cz77cAesfcr

Grammar School and Manchester University
School of Architecture. His `gap year' (194146) was spent in the Royal Navy. He served as
Ancient Monuments Architect to the Govern-

ment of Northern Ireland, and then taught
history Of architecture at Queen's University,
Belfast. Dr Meek was the editor Of Renaissance
and Baroque architecture on Macmillan's 34volume D±chona.ry o£ Art. His last book, rTh9
Synagogue (Phaidon 1995) feczs cz/so qupeczreJ

in French and German editions. Harold Meek
lives with his wife and a very large library in
Southport.
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ARRY

HYMAN,

WHO

expressed concern about the
burial of the `diseased' as
distinct from the `deceased' (Letters,

A44IVM j7) may or may not be
comforted to know that according to
the Soncino translation of the
Babylonian Talmud, `we support the

poor of the heathen along with the poor
of Israel, and visit the sick of the
heathen along with the sick of Israel,
and bury the poor of the heathen along
with the dead of lsrael'. (Gittin, p.187)
However, there is no need to worry
about the policy of Jewish cemetery
authorities in this matter, since most of
them do not even bury the rich of the

heathen I
Rabbi John D. Rayner
Woodside Park, N12.

SHOCK

A

; A REGULAR SUBSCRIBER

o, and reader of, A44IVIV4,
vhich I always enjoy, I was
shocked to read the sexist and homo-

phobic remarks of Ivan Lawrence.
Surely Jews in the public eye should
be more careful to hide their discrimination and prejudices against

others I
Anne Woolf
London, NW5

HORROR

AL::a?:er::Ge,=:#:::sAc¥¥::a#
on the "terrifying" prospects of
creches, breast-feeding and gays in
Westminster were reactionary in the
extreme. I presume A44MVA's headlining of this quote was to highlight his
ignorant and unenlightened tone rather
than as an indication of support for

itl
Lucie Russell
The Big Issue

Farringdon
London Ecl
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William Wolff

am missing much more than a dash

IN of
THS
daylight
BLEAK
with my
MIDWINTER,
breakfast.
I
Why do all those good causes which
flood on to my desk in their letters and
leaflets through August and September,
go into hibernation with the festivals?
Why do I not hear in particular from
the Jewish Association for Business
Ethics, when both business and ethics
ought to be as evergreen as fir trees at
the bottom of ski slopes?
The Association is a body with powerful support and noble objectives. They
would like to raise standards throughout the world of trade, industry and
professions by which all except rabbis
make their living. If they do not necessarily want anyone to Cam fewer
rewards on earth, at least they would
like us all to win more in heaven.
No rabbi could quarrel with that. But
I do have two niggling worries.
First is the hidden assumption that
the standard of ethics among Jewish
businessmen is either below acceptable
levels, or below that of the rest of the
business community. There is no evidence of either.
Secondly, my reluctance to get involved in this topic springs from my
own sad failures in life. I have never
made or saved enough to set up trusts in

rabbinic tradition is behind efforts to
cement smooth and even friendly relations with the people among whom we
dwell.

But there are risks. While the rest of
the country was out picking a brave and
brand new people's government in
blissful oblivion of its plans for the welfare state, I was in the choir of
Southwark Cathedral to witness the consecration of an old friend as a new
bishop.

Hatted and gowned, I brought up the
rear of an early procession. At the entrance to the choir stalls, the verger
forgot to show us to our allotted seats
and it was left to me to find them for the
Muslim and Roman Catholic who made
up our ecunenical trio.
At the end of the 1%-hour service
nothing and no one jogged the verger's
memory. There we sat in the silent stalls
with the prospect of lunch receding into
eternity. Until I decided that any procession was better than none and we
joined the minor canons on their late
and stately way down the nave.
The moral for anyone invited to represent himself, herself, or the entire
Jewishcolnmunityinchurchorcathedial
is: Go. And take your own s'¢¢77€crsfe.

•'+t.

region - is that suddenly bcz£ 773z./zi/czfe

ceremonies are on offer to the parents
of 12-year-old girls.

scroll.

After a wobbly start, the majority of
rabbis decided more than seven centuries ago that Christianity could not be
classed as idol worship. Contact with
Christians and their celebrations was not
to be shunned like worship of the childeating Moloch or the militant and
merciless Zeus. The weight of the entire

And, with the exception of its name,
the ceremony bas little in common with

authority.

i.|(.
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LEAST OF TEE AGONIES
.needbesetanychieforindian
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With fury or cold contempt?
By visiting Auschwitz. In greater
numbers and with greater frequency
than ever before. It must become routine for every Jew with the least
consciousness of Jewish identity to go
to Auschwitz.
I have so far clucked the pain of going. I am wrong to have allowed
cowardice to rule.
Going to Auschwitz must become as
automatic as going to shul on Kol
Nidrei.

mainstream Orthodoxy in our

church service.

Anything I could chip in on such
topics is second-hand, and without

disease?

THE direction
LATEST
MOVE
BY
- at least
in the London

the Jewish community is
whether to accept an invitation to a

takeover battle.

T#
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The sturming difference is that these
take place on Shabbat, while the other
substitute ceremony - Bczf Cfeaj;z./ - is
held on Sunday aftemoons.
The breakthrough is tightly swaddled
in two conditions. Firstly that the parents must give a pledge to the local
rabbi or synagogue secretary that none
of their guests will come to the shul by
car. To make that promise the members
must be blessed with divine omniscience, amnesia or two blind eyes.
Charity demands that every such
rabbi opts for the first assumption.
Secondly, the girl, who I am told
gives a discourse after the main service,
is not allowed anywhere near a Torah

Jersey, Bermuda or even fairytale
Liechtenstein. Nor have I ever supported the I)rice of any share in any

HE FAVOURITE CRY OF
Poland's football fans is "Jews to
the gas chamber".
Just another demonstration of the
courage, nobility and romanticism
which they tell us is embedded in the
core of every Polish soul. The romance
and nobility that made the Nazis decide
to put their gas chambers on Polish
rather than German soil because they
would be sure not merely of acquiescence, but co-operation.
Given that not even at White Hart
Lane are football terraces models of
courtly gesture and civilised language,
how do we react to Poland's incurable

eL bar mj,tzvah.

That still leaves only one way to go
for any parents who want their daughter
to have a bczf fflz./zi/czfe ceremony worthy

of the name.
To one of oc/r synagogues.

|¥;E;e:dm8o:I:p:giN:at:FOE:iovoo:f
that nigbt, now rushing closer by the
day, when one Christian millennium
shades into the next.
I find I am not the only one. Cardinal
Hume, the head of the Roman Catholic
Church in England, came to my synagogue and confided that every thought
of the millermium "gives me the shivers".

He did not know whether he ought to
be in his own cathedral, with Archbishop Carey in Westminster Abbey or
"splashing about in the fountains in
Trafalgar Square".
That settled it. In those fountains I
shall be, with Hune, as his ecumenical
chaplain. And hundreds of thousands
will know that they are still sober when
they can tell his bishop's scarlet fe.ppcr%
from my/rz477€7% black one I
RAE.BI WILLIAM WOLFF z.a "!.#z.s'fer o/
Wimbledon Synagogue. He has previously
served both Liberal and Rofbrm synagogues in
Brighton, Reading, Milton Keynes and Newcastle~upon-Tyne and started his fiull-time rabbinic
career as an assistant to Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the
West London Synagogue. He was trained at Leo
Baeck College.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS
25th February -3rd April

Yehuda Bacon -Works on Paper
An exhibition of paintings, watercolours, prints and drawings by the renowned Israeli artist.
Best known as a child survivor of the Holocaust, Bacon explores themes of death and suffering and
Jewish mysticism. The exhibition will include some of his most recent work including a series of
exuberant watercolours of flowers and of the Israeli landscape.

Sunday 1 st March -2.00-7.00pm
An afternoon of Healing and Jewish Spirituality
An opportunity to experience the spiritual power of Jewish meditation, music and movement,
kinesiology, Chi KungITai Chi, Alexander Technique and healing.

February/March -Date to be announced
Twelfth Annual Chess Simul with Jonathan Speelman

Sunday 15th IV]arch -3.0014.30pm

An afternoon of Storytelling and Smiles
Dave Bash, one of Britain's leading Jewish storytellers, will stir the minds of children and adults alike
in a post-Purim afternoon of wisdom and humour for all the family.

Chi KungITai Chi
A four week programme with Adam Leighton
Breathing, exercise and meditation techniques for the body and mind to maintain

good health and alleviate stress and anxiety.
Wednesdays i.00-2.00pm -4, 11, 18 and 25 February

Lunchtime F3ecitals
Thursdays,1.15-2.00pm
Spring 1998 Series: 15 and 29 January, 12 and 26 February, 26 March

A.rt Course
Ten week daytime courses from 13 January-17 March
Tuesdays 10.00am-12.30pm and 1.30pm-4.00pm

Watercolour Class
Ten week evening course with Jackie King-Cline from 14 January-18 March
Wednesdays 7.30-10.00pm

S.T.A.R.S

fvlanor House Society Drama Centre
Ongoing programme of play production, play readings, workshops, play writing and theatre outings

